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What Is Home?

Al2 living things, both near and.far
Have reasons for being wheiT they are.
The worm in the ground or the bird-in the tree,
You in your house, or the fish in tlif, sea.
Each-Seem to be'snited for a certain place
Where they find food and living space.

How do you think the pig would feel
If lie changed places with an eel?
Or what do you think it would be like
To live nextdoor to a tuna or pike?
Would Lou expect to find tigers In trees
Or elephants in hives like bumble bees?

And wouldn't it be a little funny
To fish in a river 'and catch a bunny'?
Or what if the dogs and the pussycats
Moved into caves to live with the bats?
There are reasons for choosing homes, it's'true
But why do animals live in the places they do?

PAUL F. PLOUTZ
Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio



A Closer Look at
environmental

Education

ED LABINOWICH

Assistant Professor of Education
San Fernando Valley State College

Northridge, California

WITH the increasing degrada-
tion of our planet, words

like environment and ecology have
attained- an emotionally-charged
usage, by the news media anti by the
general public. Not many years ago,
few peOple knew what ecology was;
today,' nearly bveryone is talking
about the idea---,or at least the word.
Thus far, few of the words have
been matched with deeds.

What's in a Name?

As titan's environment deterio-
rated rapidly in the past two decades,
file concerns of naturalists, -con-
servationists, and even ecologiSts

have gradually broadened. An their
perspectives. For example, the Na-
tional Audubon SoCiety, long known
for its interest in outdoor education,
recently re-stated its objectives to

. reflect a concern which --has ex-
panded from Mid watching to man's
total environment. The current ob-
jectives are:

To promote the conservation of wild-
life and the natural environment.

To educate man regarding his relation-
with. and Ids place within, the

natural environment as an ecological
system:( 11

Conservation means different
things to different people. Ever
since the word was used about sixty
years ago by Theodore Roosevelt,

. people have debated at length over
whether it means preservation of

See References.

natural resources or their wise use.
A conservationist might be a person
who works towards the complete
preservation of a wildlife sanctuary
or he might be a person who lumbers
a forest while employing sound re-
forestation pradtices. Traditionally
conservation has been rural in its :°
orientation, with interests in such
natural resources as water, wildlife,
forests, and productive land. More
recently, conservationists have
broadened their perspectives to in-
clude environmental problems re-
sulting from man's overpopulation
of the planet and related problems
of man's urbanization. Today it is
not uncommon to hear reference
made to the conservation of man as
a species. Paul Brandwein, when.'
serving as a director of the Pinchot
institute for Studies in Conservation
gave conservation the following
definition:

Conservation consists in the recogni-
tion by man of his interdepiendence
with his environpeent and with life
everywhere, and the .develhqment of a
culture which maintains that relation-
ship through policies and practices
necessary to secure the future of a
sanative environment.(2)

Schools need to examine closely
their existing outdoor education and
conservation education programs in
the light of the above changes. The
orientation of the majority of out-
door education and conservation

o education programs fails to ineet the
urgent need of today's societythe
education of man concerning his
total environment.

Impatient with the existing time
lag, James Swan of The University
9f Michigan advocates the develop-
ment of more suitable programs

°. under the banner of environmental
education. He argues that although ,
outdoor education ha, some goals
which are closely related to envi-
ronmental education, it is basically
nature-Study oriented. A number of
such programs include a week-long
trip to a wilderness camp while
neglecting the study of living or-
ganisms within the immediate en:
vironment of the school. At the
camp it is possible to interest an
inner-city child in the beauty of
the wilderness, but there is little



likelihood that this experience will
transfer to .contribute to a child's
awareness of his urban environ-
ment.(3)

Much conservation education also
fails to focus on the environment of
the urban community, even as the
majority of the nation's children
lives in urban settings. The teaching
of forest-fire prevention, even with
the aid of Smokey the Bear. cartoons,
has little relevance for an inner-city
child who has never been camping
in a forest; Conservation education
has often deteriorated to the presen-
tation of a set of rules, devoid of
related experiences and Oversimpli-
fied to a degree which has obscufed
their scientific base. For example,
little attempt hits been made to cor-
rect the half-truths taught in the
primary grades in the interest of
fire prevention. Conservation educa-
tion programs should include, at
some point, a study of fires as a
natural .part of the growth cycle of
certain trees 2 and the use of con-
trolled ground fires (environmental
burns) as a tool of foresters. Strip-
ping tho, forest floor of brush alle-
viates conditiOns of overcrowding,
which prevents the growth of seed:
lings. It also prevents the accumu-
lation of dead fuel, which can sustain
more devastating fires.

In definnig, environmental educa-
tion, James Swan writes:

Environmental education may be con-
ceived pi, being directed thward devel-
oping a citizenry that is knowledgeable
abinit its environment and its asso7
dated problenis. aware of the oppor-
tunities for citizen participation in
environmental problem-solving. and

2 Fires are a peat menace to all trees which
gnnv in LtIC forest and change the forest for-
decades to come. However. some of the trees
could not exist without fire. The destruction of
itt ceilings, the cveakenms of the dominant trees,
and the removal of litter from the forest (loot
produce conditions Which arc favorable for the
growth of certain trerg. For example. the heat
of the fire stimulates tho dormant cones of the
Intim-ile pine to 90.11 and to release thousands
of seeds cvhicit Artr'ablc to germinate and thrive
on the ash-covered soil. Unless fire recurs the
growing conditions in the forest change. Over a
periOd of year, the pines grow taller and Litr.Cf
together. providing auitahlc conditions for the
shade-enduring firs whose light-weight seeds
blow in from outside" the area. Fventually, the
lodgepole pine will = be replaced by the more
dominant species.

Since lightning is the cause of 95 percent of
all forest fires these cycles !rave been recurring
prior to the intrusir of man, The use of con .
trolled fires .by- the U.S. Forest Service is an
attempt to restore fire to its ancient and natural
role in the forest ecosystem.

O

motivated to take part. in such prob-
lem-solving.(3)

The need for programs that edu-
cate- man regarding his relationship
to the total environment is unde-
niable. This need is also reflected
in the developing conceptions of
outdoor education and conservation
education. As modern conceptions
of these educational programs in-
crease in similarity the choice of
labels for them decreases in impor-
tance. However, the problem of
translating these conceptions into
viable school programs still remains.

A Cautionary Note on
The Quality

of Enviromental
Education Materials

The editors of Environment, a
journal published by the Scientists'
Institute for Public Information,
have. expressed a concern for the
°sudden appearance of a publishing
industry "to feed, and sometimes to
feed upon, the national movement
to save the natural environment from
destruction." They conceive of this
deluge of publications as 'growing
_to such proportions as to constitute
a threat to the environment it-
self."( 4) A number of such paper-
back publications have found usage
in Upper-elementaryclassrooms with
little regard for quality or reading
lever.

Similarly:a number of school pro-
grams have been developed hurriedly
in response to both the need and to
the growing market. In some case,
unrelated outdoor.and conservation
education activities are merely
sprinkled liberally with the "in"
terminology. The relationship of
these activities to man's total envi-
ronment receives only superficial
treatment. Needless to say, all mate-
rials require careful scrutiny prior
to adoption for use in the classroom.

Some Recent Programs of Note
People and Their Environment (5)

is an eight-volume' set of Teachers
Curriculum Guides to Conservation
Education which contains two vol-
umes of concise lesson plans devel-
oped for use in the elementary
school. These volumes represent an
extensive catalogue of conservation

6

ideas and resources which are re-
lated, though loOsely, to such themes
as "living things are interdependent
with one another and with their
environment," and "a living thing is
a product of its heredity and envi-
ronment." The program does not
require expensive materials and its
loose structure permits the teaching
of individual lessons in a variety of

. situations:
Although few available prograMs

place suflidient emphasis on man's
relationship tohis total environment,
some of theic. units or lessons could
effectively supplement other pro-
grams. The Elementary Science
Study (ESS) (6) has created a num-
ber of independent units which re-
late to the biological world. These
units provide children with firsthand
experiences with raising plants,
molds, earthworms, and brine
shrimp; collecting pond water speci-
mens, and observing their life cycles.
However, each of these in-depth ex-
periences remains to be related to a
broader scheme. Several ESS units
could effectively supplement 'other
programs such as the one mentioned
above.

Recent contributions have recog-
nized the importanee,of urban chil-

' dren becoming aware of events in
their immediate environment. The
National udtibon Society has pub-
lished- a 'study unit for fourth and
fifth graders entitled 'A Place to
Live (7). ,An awareness of the
urban environment and its related
problems is developed through read-
ing and discussion of firsthand ex-

. periences gained from ten walks into
the surrounding community. Each
of the walks focuses on a separate
aspect of the environment, e.g., loca-
tion of buildings, the variety of mate-
rials used in building construction,
animal traces, trees, birds, ants,
plants, soil, environmental problems,
but no walk requires transportation
to a nature site. The supplementing
of these experiences with some in-
depth classroom investigations would
mike this a more effective unit.

Tftt Environmental Studies (ES)

0 project has been pilot testing units
which were written specifically for
teachers for use over a wide grade
rang,e in urban settings. Successful



trials have been reported in classe.
as lOw al grade three. Four. themes
recur through a series of loosely
organized activities. Brief descrip-
tions of these themes are:

Change is a phenomenological ap-
proach that is involved with cause and
effect, `-When using These materials
students are invited to search out
what's happening in 'the environment'
and why..
Mappinc is a spatial approach anit is
primarily concerned with where things
are in one's immediate environment.
C(iontinr; is a statistical approach and
is focused on determining how the en-

dninent can he better understood by
counting ceitain qualities in it.
Judging is the evaluative set of mate-
rials. It is designed to engage the stu-
dents in the process of making value
judgments about the quality of envi-
ronments that'they experiencet48)

Ericil activity is presented in an
open-euded manner which encour-.
ages a high Jgvel of involvement and
creativity. As a result of such inter-
action with their immediate envi-
ronment, the children are expected
to demonstrate more confidence in
theniselvs as agents of inquiry.

A Cautionary Note on
Child Development

In our dedication to the environ-
mental cause there is a danger that
we become overzealous and be de-
ceived by children's verbal perform-
ance in the classroom. The fol-

, lowing example, reported in a
conservation club bulletin, depicts
a first grader's study of ecology, eco-
systems' and pollution.

. . . the six year olds delveinto smag,
and DDT, organisms and habitats,
water problems, and conservation of
African animal life. No subject con-
cerned with planet earth is taboo- , .

1 he science room is covered with
articles of interest: a news story and
pictures of a Minnesota fish hill: an
article on a new and complex system
of converting salt water to fresh . . .

One lad spelled out his theory for
eliminating smoga simplistic idea,
perhaps, but to the poiql "Mahe
difr6nt ingin for cars, trucks, and mo-
tor cycles rsicr." Others in a free-wheel-
ing elkussion on air pollution called
for development of an electric auto, a
',team driven car, and a return to the
use of feet . . , In a discussion of
pesticides, a girl gave a lucid explana-
0011 of the role of DDT in the demise

,of the pelican. Using the Redwood
poster as a takeoff, another girl left
no doubt that she understood the cause
and meaning of erosion.b)

Although much time in this first-
grade classroom had been devoted
previously .t o firsthand activities with'
plants',and animals, these experiences
did not develop understandings
which could support an intelligent
discussion ',of pollution or ecosys-
tems. Chiklrep should not be de-

, prived of expressing their interpts,
but we, as teachers, should not mis-
interpret such discussions as re-
flections of their true understanding.

In the class described above, one
boy mentioned the replacement of
the existing internal-combustion en-
gines. However, it is highly unlikely
that he had the intellectUal develop-
ment to understand the principles of
combustion; let alone an under-
standing of combustion under ,,high
pressure. More likely, the child,
having acquired an enthusiasm and
a vocabulary from television and
from adult conversation, was merely
imitating a chain of words.

Piaget had demonstrated that
children are incapable of thinking
like adults. During most of the
elementary school .. years children's
thinking requires referral to concrete
experiences. Piaget classifies this
stage of cognitive development A
concrete operational.' Firsthand ex-
periences with plants and animals
may contribute to the foundation for
an understanding of the ecosystem
concept. First graders, however, are
unable to focus on the multi-dimen-
sional interaction represented by this
concept. This understanding must
precede an intelligent discussion of
pollution problems which affect its
balance. The Science Curriculum
Improvement Study (SCIS) (10)
which has developed a life science
sequence in accordance with Piaget's
theory of children's cognitive devel-
opment, has deliberately postponed
the study of these topics muff the
sixth grade. At this level, according
to Piaget, many children are in the
transition to a stage of abstract

For more information on Piaui's work and
its implications for science teaching, see the arti-
cle and Elementary Science," by Edward
A. Chittentlen. Science and Chl/dren,,December
1970. pp. 9-15.
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,thinking in which they gain the.po-
tential to study multiple dimensions
of more complex problems.

The SCIS Life Science Program
concentrates on a relation of ob-
servable organisms to each other.
Children undertake increasingly
complex investigations involving the
organisms, and the concepts they
learn are increasingly expanded. In
parallel with the cognitive develop-
ment of children, their' attitudes
about living things and themselveS
are developed, and specific require-
ments for specific organisms, are
considered. °

In the sixth grade, the develop-
ment of the ecosystem concept inte-
grates previous experiences and ex-
tends understanding of" related
-concepts. Children summarize their
experiences with a combined aquar-
ium-terrarium system to include the
interrelationships of its parts as
shown in the diagram. Following the
development of a sound scientific
base of concepts from ecology,' the
science of ecosystems; pollution
problems are only then investigated.
Through the investigation of 'effects
of excess carbon dioxide on the be-
havior of fish and the effect of excess
thermal energy on daphnia and aurae
populations, the childrerr realize that
any harmful deviation from the nat-
ural environmental conditions of the

,ecosystem can be classified as pollu-
tion. The disturbance of the delicate
interrelationships illustrated in- the
diagram are demonstrated when
aquarium-terrarium systems are sub-
jected to smoke pollutants from a
smoldering string.

To encourage discussion of an
endangered animal species outside
the study of its relationship to its
total environment (as was being
done in the classroom mentioned)
is to encourage mindless sentimen-
talism: The SCIS program provides
first-hand experiences through which
children develop attitudes of care
and responsibility for living things
which are based on' the environ-

To distirinuish ecology from conservation, it
may be said that conservation h, eulogy applied,
or a philo,ophy of action based on ecological
principles.

From Ecosystem?, Trial Edition, by the staff
of the Science Curriculum Impneement Study.q
Berkeley. California. February 1970, p. 29,

3
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mental requirements of organisms
for which they are caring. The chil-
dren also develop an understanding
of the interdependence of organisms
and their food chains. ( 11)

Furthermore, given enough time
to experiment with their bio-physi-
cal environment, children can gradu-
ally develop a belief in their own
ability to change things and to con-
trol the outcomes of an event. Mary
Budd Rowe of Columbia University
has observed that young inner-city
children interpret events in their life
as a matter of fate; they are either
lucky or unlucky. She places great
faith in science education as a means
of combating the inability of these
children to .as on their own behalf.

and 14171leiuni go together.
1 he more 1 know about a system, the
more I con /i4ety to act on it in dif-
ferent )rays and epect certain results.
Prediction rests on a belief that events
are not totally -capricious; that what 1
die to the system makes a difference in
how the parts act. 1 can, in some wav,
act 16 control the fan of the syslem
Yrobably t/c budding of this belie/
represents the greenest contribu-
tion .science can make to the educenion
of the disadvantaged child.(12)

The SCIS program also contributes
to the development of a positive self-
concept which is essential to envi-

. ronmental problem - solving 1,oa1
oof enviromnentfil education.

New Directions

Unfortunately, pollution problems
cannot be studied in isolation. .They
must be investigated within the scope
of the socioeconomic and political
as well as the biological and physical
environments. Jhe self- concept

/44,-EXIAL5

which is essential to environmental-
problem solving must be sustained
thi4nigh an 'understanding :,Of the
measures available to the citizen
within the socioeconomic and po-
litical systems for the initiation of
change and hence the control of their
fate. In the sixth grade, the children
who have reached the stage of ah-
stract thought can benefit from the
opportunity to become involved in
simulations of environmental prob-
lems. Such simulation games pro-
vide immediate feedback on the
consequences of their decisions. The
experiencing of conflict between en-
vironmental needs, personal values,
and vested interests during decision-
making can dispel the naive view
that "only bad guys pollute." A
small number of such simulation
games has been developed for the
study of environmental problems in
the upper elementary grades. Al-
though the majority are unpublished,
two such simulations .have teen re-
ported by Asnmssen and Cdte (13)
and "Kracht- and Martorella (14).
Once again, in deciding whether or
not to use such a simulation game
the classroom teacher must be sen-
sitive to the intellectual development
of her children.

Science educators can no longer
isolate themselves from scholars in
other disciplines when developing
environmental, education programs.
)nly a cooperative effort can pro-

, ride a suitable interdisciplinary
background for the study of en-
vironmental problems.

011C ['AMC of ouch design, 'Dha^,ter,- is do
..tribeil by its developer. Bonnie Barr, in ific Nn.
%Tint-wet' frill i's'sue of At lence and Children.
p.inr. 24-25.
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SINCE the poetry to t1te right was
written long before people

thought about how children came
to know the world around them,
educators have come- to know that
children learn much by doing. To-
day, through doing, teachers seek
to 'help children, and themselves, to
explore and interpret their environ-
ment. Teachers can lead children
who are young in years or young in

'experiences. toward the development
of ivholesome attitudes-, -attitudes
about their world and about them-
selves.

0

"-;
itt v,

-.411ear-

Young

Childreris

Attitudes About Environment
Attitudes begin developing in

children along with awareness.
Using visual, auditory, and tactile
perceptions/ the child comes to rec-
ognize and nia know objects, people,
and events. He sees the patterns,
shapes, and designs of leaves. He
feels the tree bark or the lumpy
toad. He hears the automobile en-
gine or the school bell or the robin's
song, and he comes to know these
sounds and to relate them to ,the
source of the sound. Teachers lead
him to discover likenesses, pat-

terns, sequences, and relationships
through explorations, indoors and
out; through interaction with people,
talking, listening, sharing; through
drawing, writing, and reading;
through books of all kinds, poetry
and pictures, real and fanciful.

Gradually, the child understands
that things have more than one
property or characteristic. He finds
out that it ,more than feathers that
characterize, a bird. He gradually
grows to understand that the bird
is, at the same time, a bird,,a wood-

9

pecker, a downy woodpecker, a
climbing bird, and an egg layer-(1).*
But this idea of something being in
a class that is, in turn, a part of a
larger class calls for ,a double ref-
erence. It calls for an understand-
ing that things, objects, places, and
people, can be a part of a class and
,a subclass simultaneously, and this
process for the young child, the
child with few experiences, can be
confusing. Thus, we need to listen
carefully to the questions children

See references.



ask. They learn not through mere
exposure nor mere imitation, but
through interaction, manipulation,
questions, and integration of ex-
periences.

We know that many of the ques-
tions of young children represent
their response to their social envi-
ronment. Many of their questions
are attempts to interpret their en-
vironment, but sometimes in a much
more limited way than the, adult
supposes. When a child asks,
"What's a caterpillar?" a teacher or
parent may answer with some long
explanation about insects. But the
child says, "That's funny, Johnny
says there's one digging a large hole
in the street." We need to find out
what the child knows, or 'thinks he
knows, in order to know What infor-
mation he really seeks. We need to
provide time for questions, and time
to listen and to know 6hildren.

During the beginning school years,
four-, five-, and six-year-old chil-
dren are learning to sort out what is
real and what is fantasy; what is
acceptable or not acceptable be-
havior. They are integrating within
themselves the words, concepts, and
values with which they are living.
This orientation represents the
child's incipient attitudesnot com-
plete. but well under way (4).
Teachers do much to influence the
way these attitudes are devel-
oping. As Dorothy Law Nolte
writes, "Children Learn What They
Live" (2):

It.a child lives with criticism,
He learns to condemn.

If a child lives with ridicule,
He learns to be shy.

If a child lives with jealousy,
He learns to feel guilty.

If a child lives with tolerance,
He learns to be patient
If a child lives with encouragement,
He learns confidence.

If a child lives with ptaise,
He learns to appreciate.

If a child lives with fairness,
lie learns justice.
If a child lives with secuiity,
He learns to have faith.

If a child lives with approval;
He learns to like himself.

If a child lives with acceptance and friendship,
lie learns to find love in the world.

Because children live with teach-
ers, teachers' attitudes toward chil-
dren are of prime importance.

Among attitudes about the envi-
ronnient, teachers can help develop
an understanding in children that
living things are interesting in and
of themselves. We do not need to
give a cottontail rabbit human char-
acteristics to fmd it interesting. A
young plant or seedling is indeed- a

_baby, but it does not need a mother.
But let us not throw out Beatrix
Potter's Peter Rabbit. The talking
animals of Peter Rabbit, Charlotte's
Web, The 'Wind in the Willows or
Else Minarik's Little Bear do not
really tell us about animalsbut
they tell us so much about our-
selves, and we too are living things.
Whenever possible, let us develop
attitudes about living things throtigh
interaction with those living things.
What is real and what is fantasy will
be sorted out as children grow
through their experiences. They
need time and space for living things
in the classroom; time to explore
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and discover living things outside
the classroom.

We want children to be kind to
living things, but with kindness built
on understanding of the needs of
plants and animals, not on maudlin
sentimentalism. We do not need
a watered -down version of Black
Beauty to teach children how to
care for an animal.' Black Beauty
represents a form of social criticism
that is a far cry from the world
of today's youngsters. However, a
book such as We Like Bugs can give
us inf9rmation on which to develop
understanding and attitudes.

We may feel tempted to pity the
"poor, helpless worm" as some
enterprising robin gobbles it up. But
let us stress instead the hungry
robin, as a step toward understand-
ing food chains and the interde-
pendence of living things. Thus,
concepts develop as well as attitudes.

As children experience more of
their world, they will in some form
or another encounter death. Per-
haps this encounter may be through
watching the flowers come to bud,
to bloom, and then fade. Perhaps
death may be seen in the mangled
remains of a squirrel in the street.
Through these common and every-
day experiences, the child can come
to understand that death is a part of
the life cycle of all living things.
He learns that even though death
changes the form of the previously
living thing, he can still remember
that living thing and enjoy the
memories of it. He can come to
know that in the new seeds of the
old plant, or the noisy young squir-

.rels, and in his own existence lie
the ever-changing, never-ending con-
tinuum of all living things.

We have a tremendous opportu-
nity to develop attitudes of respect
and responsibility in young chil-
dren. Oftdn young children do not
have clearly defined ideas of prop-
erty or ownership. We can help
them understand that the school
yard is ours; the school room is
ours; this notebook is mine and that
one is yours: When outdoors, the
sidewalks are ours, but that green
lawn and those flowers belong to a
neighbor. The flowers in the city
park are ours, but we leave them



there just as we leave the wild
flowers where they are so that others
might enjoy `them.

Children do respond tot a chal-
lenge of responsibility when they
feel they have a stake in the proje
at hand. Smokey the Bear has mor
than proved himself valuable
educating the public, children espe-
cially, about prevention of forest
fires. .

Before the Smokey the Bear project
began, 210,000 forest fires burned 30
million acres every year in the United
States. Though five times In many peo-
ple visit recreation sites today, the an-
nual average has decreased to 100,000
fires and four million acres. 07

Anti-litter campaigns would do
well to emulate Smokey the Bear's
appeal to children. Shall we start
with the school grounds? Are they
free from litter and trash? Let us
not make the school grounfls a
fancy showplace with "Do,,,not walk
on the grass" signs. There should
be reasonable responsibilities and
reasonable boundary lines, so that a
tree may be climbedproviding it
is strong enough; that a hole may be
dug in certain areas and filled again;
that a garden may be planted if
there are children to 'care for it.
Teachers may use this convenient
extension of the classrooms, the
school grounds, frequently and ap-
propriately in order to better under-
stand the processes in our environ-
ment and develop concepts about
these processes.

An appreciation of beauty is one
of the lifelong values of the out-

doors. To learn tr see beauty be-
comes natural for children who have
been encouraged in their discov-
eries, experimen4tions, and ex-
plorations. So often children see
things in unexpected ways and
places and so enrich the perceptions
and appreciations of adults. We can
learn from our children when we
look and listen to what they see and
say as they explore their world. The
eyes of children will see beauty that
often escapes us, if we Can but give
them time to look and time to share.
Sara Teasdale says,

Look for a lovely thing and you will
find it.

It is not farIt never will he far. (6)

In this setting near our doorsteps,
we have a time and a place with an
opportunity for meaningful, pur-
poseful planning, doing, and re-
sponsibility. - We have an ideal
laboratory for learning that will not
require a federal grant to maintain.
And 'above all, there is an oppor-
tunity for learning through firsthand
experience, observation, and par-
ticipationnot just, about the .out-
doors, but about each other. It is
in knowing one another that our
adult attitudes must be carefully ex-
amined lest we lead ourselves and
our children to believe that super-
ficial con ern can prevent learning;
that clothing that is not of fine
quality or well-cared for somehow
diminishes a child's personal worth;
lest we blind ourselves to the miracle
of creation that each child repre-
sents.
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WHILE many teachers a e
fully aware_of the need for

a program of environmental educa:
tion; they are often confused as to
where tp 'begin. What is needed is
a carefully thought out plan of
action at all levels of. education
promoting environmental sensitivity
and responsiVtility. An adequdte
program of enkironmental education
must not only encompass all levels
of education but must reach students
across the whole spectrum of human
experience. In order to accomplish
this, W9 must keep in mind that this
is a total problem, the solution of
which must take into account all the
dimensions of human experience.

CLIFFORD A.' HARDY
'Assistant Professor

PAUL J. COWAN
Associate Professor
of Science Education

North Texas State University
Denton, Texas

as various. conservation practices.
Some school systems have wood-
lands available for organized study.
If a wooded area is available for
field trips, it can- provide an ideal
setting for students to observe, as-
sociate, and relateto soil study, to
the study of wildlife alik forestry,
and to more detailed nature study.

The Case of the whale is an thus-
tration of the plight of endangered

,species. The irresponsible slaughter
of these creatures represents a seri-
ous threat to their existence.. A
learning design in this area cquld
range from a simple unit on the
whale for first graders to a relatively
complex unit for sixth graders in-
volving all the relevant scientific,
ethical, aesthetic, and practical as-
pects. The plight of the whale pre-

, sents an excellent, opportunity to
capture the child's imagination and
turn it to useful ends concerning the
survival of one of the world's most
interesting mammals. Past experi-
enee with endangered species in-

.

Environmental Education
There are decisions concerning en-
vironment to be made along the
scientific dimension, the ethical di-
mension, the aesthetic dimension,
and the utilitarian dimension. The
following suggestions and proposals
are presented as a starting point fOr,
thpukht and action on the part of
teacher and student to the need for
new approaches in environmental
education.

The Outdoor Laboratory

The outdoor laboratory can range
in.size from a small, protected plpt
of ground where teachers can trans-
plant their potted plants and where
children can plant vegetables and
other plants at appropriate times,
to a considerably larger, scaled-
down version of a miniature farm.*

, Among the areas that elementary
students- might study are t. soil
and plant relationships, (2) plant
growth and reproduCtion, (3) , pest
control and its possible side effects,
and -(4) the effect of fertilizer and
its possible side effects from an eco-
logical standpoint. The miniature
farm would represent as clpsely as
possible an actual farm; it could he
usedio teach erosion control as well

See also "An Urban ESN' and "Our Mock
of Earth" by-Sylvia K. Shugrue and Janice H.
Davis. respectively,., In the January/February
1971 Issue of Science and Children, pp. 21-23.
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The Balance of Nature

The fact that all the plant and
animal species inhabiting the earth
are interrelated, and that destroying
one carradversely affect many others
is' an aspect that should be empha-
sized in environmental education.
Through the use . of pesticides, the
extension of agriculture to more and
more lands, through unscrupulous
iiliploitation and in a variety of other

*ways, man is modifying, threaten-
ing, and destroying species at a rapid
rate. The upsettint of the delicate
,balance of nature in this way as-
sumes tremendous significance not
only from the scientific viewpoint
but also from an ethical- standpoint.

Along the ethical' dimension, the
peril to many of the endangered
species can be illustrated in various
ways. A pint on the great cats, in-
cluding the threat of their imminent
extinction because of the use of
their skins in fur garments is a case
in point. Children can quickly dis-
cover the relationship between sur-
vival and extinction on the one hand
and economic exploitation of threat-
ened species on the other. Some
animals, however, are raised on
ranches for their pelts, such as

0 minks,. and are not threatened by
extinction. It, would be useful to
mention this contrast.

12



eluding' the American bison and
most recently the American alliga-
tor 'tendS to show that public con-
cern can result in apparently suc-
cessful conservation practices, and
this° documentation of attitude re-
versal could be mentioned. You
might ask your students what they
wotild be able to' do to help save

" the whales froni extinction.
It has become readily apparent

that an appreciation of beauty must
be engendered in children if we are
to preserve our quality of life at any
meaningful level. Teadhers of art,
language arts, music, and other areas
besides science should be brought
together. to participate along the ep-:

vironmental-aesthetic dimengion as
much as possible.treatiire art shows
with an environmental theme should
be encourXged. In addition to crea-
tive are exhibits, children should
be allowed and encouraged to write
poetry and participate_ in dram'a ex-
pressing their feeling and emotions
concerning the environment. Music
should not be neglected as a source
of environmental sensitivity. Envi-
ronmental folk songs written at the
elementary level are becoming avail-
able. Music teachers, or the teacher
in a self-contained cla4ssroom who
teaches .musit should help students
tp think about nature and beauty as
well as to sing about it.

d the ementary
The above examples tend to fall

readily into the affective domain.
Since there is a great deal of human
emotion involved in the struggle for
man's survival this is appropriate.
Perhaps we run a great risk if we
emphasize the environment in the
cognitive domain alone, so hope-
fully through the interengagement
of thought, action, and feeling chil-
dren will learn to behave responsibly
and knowledgeably in the area of
environment.

An Ecology Club

Science educators have frequently
advocated science clubs at the upper
elementary level. Why not organize
ecology clubs to take advantage of
the natural interest, curiosity, and
idealism of this particular age gronp?
The interdisciplinary nature of -the
ecology movement should allow any
teacher who is vitally interested and
concerned to sponsor such a group.
An ecology club might go beyond
the usual "club program' and be-
come actively involved in certain
projects aimed at actually getting
things accomplished. While the var-
ious projects might seem to be of a
minor nature to the more sophisti-
cated, there should be no underesti-
mating the energy and capacity of
this age group when, their feelings
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and backbones are engaged in a
meaningful task.

Finally, it should be noted that
these suggestions encompass an in-
terditsciplinary, full-dimensional ap-
proach to environmental education
and .are ,meant to serve merely as a
starting point for thotight and action
in that direction. It is felt-thg this
is necessary since it appears that-
man's only Chance of survival lies in
his ability to adapt his thinking to
changing circumstances. In this
spirit, a sound. program of environ-
mental education can hopefully pro-
vide for an increased understanding

-of the options that man must ex-
plore if he is to survive as a species..

School.
. v9-
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PART I:.

ECOLOGY is the study of the way the world "gets it
together." Everyone who reads is aware that the

earth is a gnamic system in which energy flows and
materials cycle. But this does not describe the complex
machinery. What are the agents of the action? Where
are the materials at any one instant? Where will they
go next? How is energy used and lost as the materials
cycle? Is this a reliable and stable system? At what
points is it most vulnerable? What kinds of interference
will threken its stability?

The ecologist's business is to find answers to these
and many other questions. Having accepted that the
earth is a dynamic system, he searches for clues to its
organization. What is its composition and how are the
parts relad? An interesting way of approaching the.
problem is to focus on the agents of transferthe living
plants and animals. Ecologists recognize four levels of
organization among living organisms:, the individual,

This article is taken from the series of Sunoco science seminars
presented spt the Nineteenth Annual Convention of the National
Science Umbers Association in Washington, D. C. March 26-
30, 1971.
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populations of one species, communities of populations,
and' ecosystems composed of communities and their
environment.

Ole ondividu e

Individual plants and animals live where they do be-
cause they can survive there. The place that provides
the optimum requirements of space, food, water, oxygen,
and other substances as. Well as suitable ranges of tem-
perature and lightthat place is the organism's habitat

The frog, for example, requires a wet, or at least a
damp habitat. Its range of tolerance for water is nar-
row and thus limits it to such a place. A frog's thin skin
makes it vulnerable to drying out, as does the jelly-like
covering of frog eggs. The gill-breathing tadpoles could
not survive more than a few minutes if they were not in
water.

The frog, and every other animal and plant, has a
built in range of tolerance for every factor of environ-
ment. If the changes in the environment exceed the
organism's range of tolerance, death is inevitable.
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to eENERGY FLOW IN THE ECOSYSTEM
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FIGURE 1: Life on the earth depends upon the continubus input of
. energy from the sun. The chart shows this energy flow. Energy is used

or lost as heat -energy in all life processes.

For example, methods of food preservation are
manipulations of the environment to extend some factor
beyond the range of tolerance Of undesirable organisms
bacteria and molds. Canning and freezing extend
temperature ranges. Drying removes the water neces-
sary to all, life. Sealing prevents recontamination.

Within limits, plants and animals get what they
need because of their ability to respond to events in the
habitat. A bean Seedling's stem and leaves bend toward
the light and its roots grow in the direction of the water
source. A rabbit runs from a fox, fhen crouches mo-
tionless under .a bush while the fox rushes by. An
earthworm will move away from a dry surface, but might
stay on a wet surface. All of these responses have
survival value.
. Plants and animals respond to the day-night cycle
and to the changing length of day through the seasons.
In many cases, the causes of these responses -'are still
unsolved puzzles. But they can be seen to have survival
valtle. Our own sleei) and wake, periods are keyed to
photoperiod. Man is by nature a daylight animal; he
crawls into his cave and sleeps during the dark part
of the day-night cycle.

Caterpillars of the polyphemous moth spin cocoons
and enter the pupal stage in the fall while food is still
abundant. Do they "know" what Is ahead? Hardly!
Experiments suggest they are responding to shortening
day length. And what about migrations of birds? Many
birds begin fall migrations long before dramatic weather
c'hanges occur, and some return to their breeding areas
before the spring thaw. Temperature and food supply'
have to be ruledout as triggers of migration of all birds.
Changes in day length seem to be stimulus for many.

Just as a plant or animal's capabilities limit it to a
specific environment, so does the environment limit the
kinds and numbers Of plantsond animals that live there.,
The desert will support cactus, but not pond lilies. The
temperate forest will support maple trees, but not

CYCLING OF MATERIALS IN ECOSYSTEM

FIGURE 2. The earth is a closed system. No significant amount of
material is added. Life can persist as long as essential materials are
continually cycling through living system.

mahogany. Abandoned farm laTI might support briers,
but not tulips.

When one thinks about the'vast number of different
environments that occur on earth, realizing that most of
them support some kind of life, one cannot avoid being
impressed by the tremendous diversity which exists.
Think about matching the ranges of tolerance and be
havioral responses of plants and animals with the di-
versity of environments. When an environment changes,
most of the organisms may die. Other kinds move in
with the few survivors, while other environments still
support life. Perhdps this tdiversity explains whiy life
has persisted on earth. Why, then are people worried?
Why the environmental crisis? Because we are now
capable of altering the environment beyond the ranges
of tolerance for the human speciesperhaps beyond the
ranges of tolerance for all life. We are aware that we
have made a good start at doing just-that.

o

Topdattong o6 spews
No plant or animal lives in isolation from others of

its kind. Some species develop a well-organized social
structure, others may simply coexist. Whatever their
way of life, the organisms of one species, inhabiting an
area, constitute a population.

Many kinds of plants and animals have the reproduc-
tive potential to cover the earth, but none has done it.
What, then, determines how many individuals will sur-
vive? What prevents overproductionror oversurvival?
Darwin proposed food supply, disease, and predators
as the prime regulators. Now we add selfregulating
mechanisms to the listsocial behavior and physiologi-
calresponses.

A classic example of a population's response to en-
vironment is the white tailed deer. Around the turn of
the century market hunting reduced deer herds to levels
nearing extinction. In efforts to save the deer, predators
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were slaughtered, game laws established limits of kill
and protected does and fawns. While these conservation
laws went into effect, the habitat was changing. Forests
were lumbered and land was cleared for agriculture.
Deer habitat was thus improved, but the cats and wolves
were gone and only man remained as the predator. Deer
populations grew, but so did the trees. Now, in marry
areas, essential woody browse is out of reach. The
carrying appacity of the range is diminished. While we
retain our protective laws, thousands of deer starve to
death in late winter. Without sufficient predation. the
surplus population is responding in another way to the
changing environmentmassive die-off.

Perhaps one of the greatest benefits to have evolved
from game management research is the increasing atten-
tion given to population ecology. Statigtical studies of
animal populations are revealing growth patterns and
levels of stability which are, of course, different for each
species.

Among. the 'social behaviors ,which seem to have
regulatory function are the territorial liabits of any
animals. In a suburban area, or a city park, in spring,
one may see male robins challenging each otherusu-
ally in the same placea certain lawn or part of the
street. Males defend territories by song, threats, or
fights. The effect is to limit the broods to a number that
can be supported in the area. The strongest birds breed,
Competition is reduced, and the young have greater
chance of surviving to adulthood.

A variety of. forms of social organizatan has been
described among insects; fish, amphibians, leptiles, birds,
and mammals. Territoriality ranr,L dominance hier-
archies are common and easily observed.

Reproductive behavior (courting, nesting, and care
of young) becomes part of the function 'of organization
in flocks and herds, the animals establish dominande
hierarchies which contribute to defense againSt preda-
tors, serve to maintain peace within the group, and help
to determine which animals reproduce.

Ethologists are reluctant to apply behaiioral, research
discoveries to human individuals and societies. But the
implications are there and it is difficult not to makb
comparisons.

Even from a conservative point of view, if one con-
ers man as part of the continuum, it is reasonable
suppose that many of man's individual and social.

ehavior patterns have their forerunners in other animal
groups.

Although, population ecologists still work on many
unanswered \questions, one generalization seems pos-
sible. For every species, there seems to be an optimum
population density. Density increase or decrease triggers
events which tend to return the population to the op-
timum. The migraN.bn of lemmingi is one such case.

Some of the most, important population questions,
those related to human populations, remain unanswered,
although inferences can be made. What is optimum
population density for the human ,species? At what
point (if any) will the stresses of urban living result in
reduced birth rate? Indeed, do these stresses affect births

Si
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rate at all? Is the increase of organic disease a response
to increased population density? Until we have an-
swers, what should we be'doing to relieve the obvious
stresses?

Commutes o6 Topdattons

A biotic community consists of aactariety of popu-
lations living in the same habitat. Some of these plant
and animal populations may be directly interdependent
and some are 'associated only ,by their tolerance of the ,)

same environmental. conditions.
Communities are usual named by the dominant

plant (the largest or the most abundant) br by some
donkinant physical factor. Thus we can find reference
to the beech-maple forest, the sphagnum bog, the
tail marsh, and desert. In recent years, students have
investigated biotic communities in urban areas: vacant
lots, lawns, and microhabitats such as' cracks in walls
and sidewalks.

Food relationships among plants and animals are the
easiest to observe and understand. Everybody eats.
Even the green plants which manufacture all the\world's
food consume some of it as they grow and use energy.

In every case, the familiar food chain (or better, food
web) begins with green plants which are by the
herbivores, which are eaten by the carnivores. There
are many species of herbivores in a community. In the
pond, the snails, mayfly nymphs, all the small crus-
taceans (e.g. daphnia) and several species. of fish fee
on plants, Other aquatic insects, crustaceans, and fi
prey on the herbivores and on each other. Feeding on
these are all the parasites and scavengers.

The more different kinds of plants and animals at each
food level, the more stable is the community. This is
axiomatic and explains man's agricultural problems.
Clearing a field for pasture or crops means removing a
mixture of many kinds of plants and replacing it with
one or a few. The result is, the removal,of small popu-
talons of many kinds of animals and the improvement
of the habitat for large populations of few which there-
upon become pests because they compete with man'for
a product 'which he needs.

The axiom then, is: Diversity strengthens stability
-while uniformity encourages instability.

The physical structure of communities is interesting
to investigate. Everybody needs a place-to-be, and the
greater the 'variety of plants, the greater the variety of
places-to-be and the greater the variety of animals to
be there. In a forest there are animals in the crowns of
trees, in the knot holes on the trunk, in the shrubs, and
in the soil.

I Life is not static. Individual plants and animals have
finite, They grow, reproduce, and die. Likewise
communities are not static. They develop anal change.
Members of a community, by their very existence, tend
to make the environment unfit for themselves, but fit
for other plants and animals. GraduallY, new associaN
tiqns are formed in he new environment, and a new
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community emerges. This is known as community
succession.

Pond ,succession is a good example. As the rooted
and floating plants growing around the edges- die off,
their remains sink, the pond becomes shallower, More.
aquatic plants grow, Over the years the pond becomes
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Non-redUced Wastes

HUMAN
CONSUMERS

PRODUCERS

Large populations ,
440kof fewer species

Water, Soil, Air

LOWER QUALITY
RAW MATERIALS

CONSUMERS

Large populations
of fewer species

NREDUCERSIr
fewer species

FIGURE 3, Because the earth is a closed system, toxic materials enter-
ing the living system may affect myriad forms of life. The arrow (1) in
the diagram suggests that too few technological wastes are reused;
thus lowering the quality of the raw materials. The arrow (2) to
raw materials suggests a lower quality of raw materials cycled back into
the natural system. Altering b. quality reduces the number of species
in each part of the sYstem, threatening the system's stability.

'increasingly shallow and gradually succeeds to a marsh.
Cattails replace pond lilies and soon willows and other
wet land shrubs get a start. The land becomes drier and
finally marsh yields to meadow and meadow gives way
to forest. How long this takes depends upon the climate
and, of course, the amount of disturbance by the num-
ber of catastrophic events such as floods, tornados, or
human intervention. But changes are inevitable. The
eutrophication of large lakes that has been discussed in
the past few years is a natural process of succession. The_
problem is that man has caused it to occur so rapidly
that the lives of cities that depend on the lake are
threatened,

Most of the ecologists' examples or biotic communi-
ties occur In rural wildernese areas. noes the city fit
into the scheme?

The city can be compared to the cave community.
All of the basic food, the plant products, are brought
into the cave by.commuters. Bats gO out 0 night and
eat insects which have been feeding on plants, While
they rest, clinging to the roof of the cave, their droppings
accumulate on the cave floor. Cave crickets feed .on
the fungus. Streams flowing through the cave bring a
variety of plant products and animals which become
part of the food supply of species confined to the cave.

The city, a man dominated community, actually
includes many other kinds of plants, and animals. The
grass, shrubs,,and trees of the parks and streets cannot
supply enough food for the animals. Although man's
food is shipped in and most of his garbage and wastes
are hauled out, enough is dropped en route to maintain
other animal populations.

ecosystems
The definition of ecosystem is not unlike that of biotic

community.' Hoyeveit, when ecologiscts talk about the
ecosystem, their discussion focuses more on energy flow
and materials cycling than detailed descriptions of spe-
cific plant-animal groups.

The systems idea compels us to think schematically
and ecosystem is a schematic way of describing the inter-
locking relationships among living organisms and en-
vironment.

Materials are the many elements ikdfood and air. The
energy originating with the sun is locked in chemical
bonds by the plants. Some of it is dissipated as the
food is eaten, digested, and converted into animal, tissue
several times over each time an eater is eaten. Eventu-
ally, all the energy of the original food is dissipated. The
materials are again in a form available to plants which
use energy to reform it into food.

And so the system, the ecosystem, will - continue to
operate dependably so long as there are diverse paths
for the flow of materials and energy.

The system's operation is threatened, is less stable
everytime a species of plant or animal becomes extinct
or anytime a substance, toxic to an important link in
the chain, is,introduced into the system.

Here is the heart of our environmental crisis.

4
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PART II: edog.9

tott.the Ch(Qc1
APEOPLE that wants to govern

itself must educate itself. Like-
wise, a people that wishes to survive
must think and act ecologically
must develop an ecologically valid
value system. Teachers must help
children develop ecologidal knowl-
edge and awareness as well as con-
structive attitudes toward the en-
vironment.

All of us, children and adults,
learn what we live. Our attitudes
and our knowledge are acquired
through experience:. If we aim to
help children toward ecological
thinking, verbal experiences Are not
enough. Books and talk help sup-
port ideas, but the heart of the study
Must be direct experience with liv-
ing plants and animals and with the
environment. The environment is the
laboratory.

Obviously, the first thing we all
must do is monitor our own be-
havior. Children observe and mimic
us. They learn our habits of waste,
litter, and indifference. It matters
if. we pull leaves and small twigs
from trees and shrubs as we walk
through thee park. It matters 'if' we
shoot a heron or a hawk while we
are duck hunting. It matters if we
throw the empty beer' can over the
side of the boat. When we make a
decision in terms of a short terms
gain rather than long term benefits,
children notice.

School experidices require more
systematic planning. Environmental
education programs are , being
planned and some have already been
published. Most involve both the
natural sciences and the social stud-
ies. Whatever their subject matter,
the experiences which children have
should be real. Children shoUld have
the opportunity to study real plants
and .animals, real environments both
natural- and man made.

Awareness of man's impact on
the environment may be an im-
portant step toward minimizing de-
structive action. Through tabulating
reports of births and deaths in their
own towns, children can become .

- aware of population increases. Un-
derstanding the inefficiencies of our
modes of transportation can be
achieved by counting cars and
passengers at any intersection during
commuting hours. ' Over 50 percent
of the cars are transporting only the
driver.

Picking up litter can be a futile
task unless it leads to awareness and
positive action. Are. there enough
trash containers in the right places?
What happens to the dead leaves in
the 'fall? Can the children compost
them for later use on school-site
plantings? What kinds of cleaning
compounds does the schogl system
use? Is the school's trash separated.
so that waste paper can be bale and
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sold for recycling? Can adults and
children help the community de-
velop a glass collection system? Do
the children realize that cities are
running out of places to dam)
trashthat' this is the immediate
reason for quick action? What other
reasons 'are there?

Adapt Traditional Activities

Many of the traditional science
activities need only changes in em-
phasis to adapt them to an ecolbgy
centered program. Ope needs to ask
the question to point attention to-
ward the key concepts of interaction
and change. Questions such as:
Almost all house plants orig-

inated in the tropics. Which came.
from the dry tropics? Which from
the wet tropics? How do you
know?

The praying, mantis is eating a
grasshopper. What did the grass-
hopper eat? How can you find
out?

-- Expose' some bean seedlings to
more light than others. Which are
greener? Which grow faster?

Are the ones which grow taller the
fastest, the same ones that 'become
greener?
Keeping plants and animals alive

in the classroom is in itself an eco-
logical challenge. Most classrooms
are too hot or too .cold, or both.



They may be too sunny or too dark
and almost universally, they are too
dry. Plants and animals alike suffer
the shock of rapid temperature
changes and loss o water.. Teachers
and children beco e discouraged
and as other demands rowd in, ef-"
forts to keep live plants and animals
are abandoned.

The ideal way to solve the prob-
lem is to construct or purchase an
enclosure with its own. light - source.
The glass or Plexiglass walls -reduce
water loss and moderate temperature
changes. The artificial light over-
comes the problems of short days
and cloudy weather. An inexpensive
clock switch permits experiments
with varying photoperiods.

A more temporary solution is the
plastic bag.' Each child has his own
plastic bag greenhouse which is
quite satisfactory for small plants.

The alternative to having these
small vivariums in the classroom .is
vigilance and seleCting live study
materials which have wide ranges
of tolerance. Let the problem be-
come an ecology project.

Visits to zoos and arboretums can
supplement classroom study. What
must zoo curators in St. Louis and
Washington do to keep tropical ani-
mals alive? How do polar bears fate
during the summer months? Why
are there no koalas in zoos outside
of Australia? The doors of the
greenhouse rooms of the arboretum
may be kept closed. Feel the differ-
ences of temperature and humidity
as you walk from one room to an-
other.. Look at the textures of the
plants. Talk about relationships
between the plants and their habi-
tats. Ask the curators to explain
how they maintain plants and ani-
mals from other climates. Curators
are practical ecologists.

The key to a good trip to the zoo
or arboretum is planning. Since it
is not possible to study the whOle
area, concentrate on one part of it.
Let the guide or curator know, in
advance, the preparation' which
children have made andthe ques-
tions they want, to pursue.

Weather studies take many forms,

1 See the article "Windowsill preenhouse" by
Sylvester G. Mara), Science and. Children,
November 1966, page 15.

0

but they occur in nearly every class-
room at some time during the school
year. The interacting factors in-
volved in creating weather offer an
aliundance of opportunity to. study
interrelationships.

One question leads to the other.
What interactions result, in wind?
Wind blows (air moves) from high
pressure areas to low pressure'areas.
What causes these high's and low's?

o Temperature differences, perhaps, or
humidity differences, or both. What
causes temperature differences, mov-
ing air masses or unequal heating

. of the earth.? Heat and moisture af-
fel the air and its behavior. 9

How do people react to weather '
changes? Keep a daily record of
your mood or how you feelpeppy
or lazy, friendly or grouchy. Keep a
record also of the weather, rainy or
clear, -humid or dry, cold or hot.
Compare the two records. Does the
weather affect how you feel?

Which of the old ',Iwise sayings"
about the weather have validity?
Children can record daily weather
data or get it from newspapers,
radio, and .television. What then?
One group of students superimposed
line graphs of daily high and low
temperatures on a graph showing
number of hours of daylight. The
record extended from October
through February. It was easy to see
that temperature trends lagged be-
hind the daylength changes. That is,
the shortest day was not the coldest.
The coldest weather occurred in mid-
Janary, a few weeks after th'e days
had begun to lengthen.

Many other kinds of graphic
summaries are possible. For exam-
pie, compare temperature of two
cities on the same latitude, or two
cities on the same longitude. Relate
temperature differences to topog-
raphy as well as to latitudinal or
longitudinal location and relate ak
this to plants and animals in the
region, clothes people wear, food
they eat, and building materials of
houses.

Changes in the length and direc-
tion of a shadow-are evidence of the
changing earth-sun position relation-
ship. Changes from hour to hour,
during one day or from day to day
at the same time can be Measured.
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Is sun-noon at 12 o'clock where
you live? A shadow record will help
you find out. Only twice a year
does the sun rise directly in the east.
Where doeS it rise on other days?

When children see an unfamiliar
animal, they want to know: Will it
bite? What does it eat? This is an
invitation to pursue the interesting
question, "How does it make' a liv-
ing?" Now4ve are studying ecology.
Does the animal's reactions to light
and dark, wet and dry, heat and
cold, offer clues to explain why it
can survive in its habitat? Ask these
and other questions about familiar
animalsthe earthworm, the cricket,
the mouse, or the robin. In -a sense,
the laboratory experience is a way.
of "asking" the animal the question.

Ask questicins abobt Ants too.
Dandelion's way of life Must be ex-
ceedingly successful. The evidence
is that there are so many dandelions
living in so many different kinds of
places. The challenge is to investi-
gate dandelion's form and habit to
find cites to its success. That i
"Ask" the dandelion. ik

These are a few isolated exa4iples
of whys we Can adapt some of the k
activities of the older programs to
new programs with new goals. It is
accomplished by asking new ques-
tions and by ,answering the questions
through observirig, keeping recorkt,
and summarizing the data.

Almost certainly, environmental;'
awareness will growif, in all Of their '(`

investigations, children are looking'
for .interrelationships, changes, and
effects of changes. As cities grow,
children\ have fewer opportunities to
explore different kinds of habitats
and to see the origins of their meet
and vegetables. Zoos, arboretums,
nature centers, and school camps
become more important. Even a
small plot of unpaved earth on the
school site can become a living
laboratory. The example of the
Madison Elementary School in
Washington, D. C.,2 might Well be
followed by other school groups that
have to work in the dreary environ-
ment offered-by the old buildings. of
so many city schools.

See "An Urban ESA," by Sylvia K. Shashi°,
Science and Children. January/February 1971,
page 21. -
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EARTH science is a field-oiiented discipline. The
content of the earth sciences, the materials and

processes of the natural environment, cannot be under-
stood solely through vicarious experiences in classroom
or laboratory. Field study is required at all levels of
instruction.

In the elementary school, many science curricula have
been developed for classroom-laboratory instruction that
are consistent with a new understanding of the intel-
lectual development of children. In this paper, we will
attempt to develop a model for field-oriented activities
in earth science, which as far as we know has not yet
been .attempted. The site model described herein also
has potential for use at higher educational levels, in-
cluding teacher preparation.

Field Trip vs Sitefipdel
Field work is not usually the major emphasis in earth-

science courses for teachers-in-training. Where field
experiences are employed they usually follow a tradi-
tional field-trip pattern: The students are transported
to several distant-areas where, at short stops, they are
expected to demonstrate an unreasonably high level of
professional competence in observing and interpreting
natural phenomena while at the same time hearing a
lecture explanation. The few elementary teachers who.
later make use of field experiences in earth science tend
to follow th,s methodologythey teach as they were
taught. Such field-trip procedures and expectations are
of debatable value in earth-science teaching at the col-
lege level. For ,the elementary school such field-trip

This article Is taken from the series of science seminars pre-
sented at the Eighteenth Annual' Meeting of the National Science
Teachers Association in Cincinnati, Ohio, March 13.17, 1970.
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methods are inconsistent with the manner in which sci-
ence is related to the intellectual development of
children.

Concepts and relationships reprecsent abstractions
based on observations of nature over a long period of
time. These abstractions constitute the present content
of any science. For young 'children, interaction with
their environment provides accumulated experience that
enhances-the transition of their thinking from the con-
crete to the abstract levels (1),* This concrete .stage of
development, occurfing between ages 5 and 10, is char-
acterized by ,Piaget (2) as that time during which chil-
drdn can perform the operations of classifying, ordering,
recogniiing, and using space -time relations, etc., on
objects. They cannot yet do this.with verbally expressed
-hypotheses. The environment that provides the oppor-
tunity for elementary school children to actively explore
reality through activities which aie-consistent with their

23
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intellectual'development is not proyided in the typical
field trip. -

In contrast, with the negative characteristics of the
traditional field-trip model (middle, Table 1), consider
the advantages of a site model for field expFriences with
elementary school children. The characteristics of the
site,'model are detailed on the right side of Table 1.
Emphasis in the site model is directed toward activities
in local, easily accessible outdoor areas that allow the
student to investigate contemporaneous ohanges in-earth
materials over a period of time.

Categories_ of Site Experiences

The dynamics of contemporaneous or recent strrficial
change on the earth can be categorized by reference to
interactions that take place among the -atmosphere,
lithosphere, and' hydrosphere. A range of practical site'
experiences is provided by some of the earth science
features and phenomena Caused by 'interactions aniong
these earth spheres. The lithosphere-biosphere inter-
action offers a fourth category of site experiences. An
individual site experience might constitute the entire
content of the field experience or might be combined
with other site experiences to form a 'Sequence. A par-
tial listing of broad categories of suggested site experi-
ences follows:

I. Site experiences based on atmosphere-lithosphere
interactions
A. Weathering

1. weathering of bedrock
2. formation of soil horizon
3. frost heaving in soil and frost wedging in

bedrock
B. Mass Wasting

1. downslope movement 9f rock masses (rock
fall, rock slide)

2. downslope movement of soil (creep, earth-
fiow, mudfiow)

1..-
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Biosphere- lithosphere interaction shown by mechanical
smoothing of a sandy beach.

Charathristies

LOCATION

.4

TABLE 1.

Comparison of EarthScience Field Experiences

Traditional Trip

relatively long distance
away requiring travel
time

ACCESSIBILITY single visit

large territories

time limits
instructor lectures to
review and confirm prior
knowledge

limited numbers of
measure gents and data
recording

emphasis on vast land
and time spans

concern about past,
primarily internal
changes in the earth

OPERATION

AND
ACTIVITIES

OBSERVATIONS

. man's effect on the
environment not strongly
considered

Sits Model

walking diitance from
school

. convenient for frequent
visits
small, well-defined areas

no strong time limits

student investigations

variety of measurement
and continuous
observations

recent events considered

concern for contempora-
neous, primarily surficial.
placesses of change in
the earth

actively considers man's
role in environmental
changes

C. Erosion and Deposition
1. sandblasting and removal of rock and soil

by wind
2. formation of dunes by wind
3. soil erosion by rainfall

. II.. Site experiences based on hydrosphere-lithosphere
interactions t.

A. Streams
1. erosion of soil and bedrock from walls and

floor of stream valley
2. deposition of stream sediment to form

flood plains, deltas, etc.
3. springs discharging ground water into

streams
B. Glaciers

1. erosion of bedrock to form glacial polish
and grooves

2. deposition of transported soil to form ter--
minal moraines, outwash plains, etc

C. Waves and Tides
1. wave erosion of sea cliffs
2. wave erosion and deposition of beach sedi-

ment
3. currents in inlets generated by tidal rise and

fall
III. Site experiences based on atmosphere-hydrosphere

interactions
1. wave generation in ponds, lakes, etc.,

cased by wind
2. ice eformation and seasonal overturning of

lakes, etc.
3. water level changes and surface currents

caused by barometric pressure changes and
wind

2. 1
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IV. Site experiences based on lithosphere-biosphere
interactions

1. chemical and physical attack by plants on
rock and soil

2. soil erosion and slope stability influenced
by plants

3. soil structure, porosity, and permeability
influenced by worms and burrowing orga-
nisms

4. soil and rock changes caused by man's con-
struction activities

Selected aspects of rock structure and lithology that
illustrate the role of-internal forces in 4haping the earth
might be ,included in site experiences that emphasize
contemporaneous or recent surficialchange on the earth.
When a part of a site experience, such relics of earth
history as' folds, faults, or fossils may provide many
opportunities for the student to use some of the higher
order process skills of inferring, hypothesizing, and
model' building.

Implementing the Site Model
Interactions among the atmosphere, lithosphere, hy-

drosphere, and biosphere provide a variety of environ-
mental possibilities in which to apply the site model.
These environmental possibilities exist not only in
suburban or rural areas, but also in highly urban cen-
ters. Although the relatively few available site areas in
cities limit the choice of field experiences, they also
guarantee that such experiences, when properly devel-
oped, will be used by many generations of teachers and
students. Furthermore, such experiences have the po-
tential of counteracting the negative value system so
often attached to science teaching in the cities (3).

Trial Unit Undertaken
A study of the problems of using earth science field

experiences in the highly urban environment of New
York City was undertaken as an outgrowth of a project
to train elementary 1school science specialists. It be-
came, obvious that increased use of the field environ-
ment

zv4emanded local solutions which gave the indi-
vidual teacher confidence in his ability to function in
the natural environment around his school. After an
intensive survey of selected school locations and open
spaces in New York City, these criteria were established
for recognizing and using urban sites for earth-science
experiences:
1. Location within walking distance of the elementary

school
2. Safety from natural or man-made hazards
3. Simple illustration of one or more useful arth sci-

ence concepts
4. Potential for revisitation by teachers and students to

observe natural changes
Of slightly less importance in site selection are the

secondary criteria of:
1. Sufficiently large site area to allow simultaneous in-

volvement of many students in the same learning
task
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2. Sufficiently large volume of earth materials so that
samples can be removed by many student groups foP
further analysis

3. Presence of a variety of soil, sediment, rock, or
structural interrelationships

4. Closeness to public water fountains and restrooms
In the initial study several areas in upper Manhattan

that met the primary and secondary criteria were Se-
lected by the investigators, who visited and revisited each
field area and recorded it on tape and film.

Following these examinations, an inventory of the
earth science content was made for each field area and
cross-correlated between areas. With such specific data,
one could utilize the minimum field territory to see the
maximum amount of each earth science concept. Each
of the sites exhibited all or almost all of the following
earth science features or phenomena: bedro 'ck, fault,
fold, dike, vein, differential weathering, glacial boulder
or erratic, transported' soil, stream drainage pattern,
soil erosion, sediment, and mass wasting. The specific
locations within ,each site where given geologic features
or phenomena were especially well shown were
identified.

The site model would have been satisfied by simply
describing the site and specifying the exact locations
that were of interest within each site. Indeed,such an
inventory, if published as a field guide for the teacher
completely untrained in earth science, would be ade-
quate to the needs of all but upper elementary school
/eachers. A field guide to earth science sites would be
of greater use to upper elementary school teachers if the
locationsowere sequenced within each site so that there
could be a smooth traffic flow in moving from location
to location; where possible, alternative locations could

chosen so that a logic of progressively more difficult
earth cience concepts would be visited. Trial runs with
eleme tary school teachers suggest that in order to be
most useful for self-guided visits by untrained teachers
and their students, site descriptions prepared by science
specialists or curriculum writers should contain:
1. A keyword index to earth-science concepts or phe-

nomena shown at locations within the site
2. Combined street map and site map showing position

of each location (stop) at the site
3. Advance summary of earth science content of ale

site
4. Expanded description of each location including:

a. Directions for reaching. the location from the
previous location

b. Background information needed to understand
the significance of what is being viewed

c. Photograph with appropriate arrows or .othqr
labeling; taken from the exact spot where the
teacher would be standing

d. List of suggested activities that might be useful
to perform with students at that location

e. List of equipment needed to perform suggested
activities

2. 2

A handbook written in accordance With the above criteria has been
prepared by the writers and is in press (4). ,
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A tmosphere-litho.sphere interaction shown by a weathered bedrock surface. Student
teachers in foreground study written site descriptions.

Summary

out-
door

site model makes the local, easily accessible out-
door area part of the total learning-environment of the
school. It is based on a synthesis of those principles of
learning which have guided other elementary science

Hydrosphere-lithosphere interaction skown by stream
meandering across a floodplain.

a

programs such as the AAAS, ESS, and SCIS. Spe-
cifically, the site model is developed to enhance those
skills, basic to further learning. Activities within the
site provide°the student opportunity to,observe, measure,
recognize and use space -time relations, and classify. He
can communicate the information he acquires in a
variety of ways including reports, graphs, charts,
sketches, and maps. The more complex process skills
of inferring, predicting, and.interpreting data are also
provided in the activities.
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earth science with a
FOCUS on the child's environment

MO educate is to encourage and
1 to interest. For many children

school is not encouraging or inter-
esting; it is discouraging and boring.
This atmosphere confronts °them
year after year until many drop out,
either mentally or physically. They
may express theeithought that school,
especially what happens in science
class, is not relevant to their lives.
But science can he both encourag-
ing and interesting, especially when
the focus is on the interaction of ma-
terials and objects that lie within an
environment familiar to the child.

20

Children respond to a teacher
who is interested, listens, recognizes
the role of the environment in the
child's development, and provides
multiple opportunities for the self
concept of the child to be developed:
in short, 'affective learning. C.'hildrerb
can reason, interpret, invent, dis-
cover, and create; but they must first
be given the opportunity to develop
these and many other talents they
possess. This opportunity does not
exist when science is presented as
an organized group of facts.

This is not to say that facts should

2 (1
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be omitted or circumvented while
teaching; however, they need not be
the sole objective- of science teach-
ing. Children should be given op-
portunities to inquire and discover
science within a meaningful per-
spective.. The "facts" will eventually
be obtained, and the "Concepts"



eventually learned. A child will gain
an understanding of science con-
cepts -much more rapidly if he is
focused on situations that are rele-
vant, part of his perceived world and,

,past experiences.. From this, the
child can develop concepts related
to science. The life environment of
the childthe' real worldcan fur-:
nish the teacher with relevant struc-
tures, a proper perspective,. an op-
portunity for inquiry, and a 'focal
point for an extension of experiences
related to science.

At first most .children feel strange
studying- things they think they
"know.", After a few prelithinary
observations, the students find they
did not know everything about sim-
ple 'things such as the school, the
sidewalk, or the playground. An
imaginative teacher can introduce
the children to a multitude of new
realms,all within the physical bound-
aries of the school. Some Suggested
activities are described bblow.

Before visiting the playground
and the sidewalk with the class,
however; it is very helpful to review
some of the principles and concepts
of earth. science.. For specific con-
cepts, any introductory text in
geology, astronomy, or meteorology
would serve the purpose. Applica-
tion of these ideas to d. study, of the
child's environment is where the
emphasis should be placed. After
the concepts are understood by the
student, generalization to the larger
scope of earth science is possible.
Several writers' have also provided
an excellent introduction for a
teacher considering utilization of the
environment for the study of earth
science.*

Remember the students are the
olv)ervers, recorders, and experi-
menters; the teacher focuses their
:Mention on specific aspects of the
environment. New activities and
units focusing on situations unique
to individual locations can be devel-
oped as teachers and students con-
.finite using this approach to learning.

Observing a Small Portion
Of the Environment

What wottid it be We to be very
tiny and live on the playground?
flow-many things do you think you
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.would see in a day? Through dis-
cussion, focus the students on the
idea they are gOing to observe a part,
of their environment very closely.
After going outside, each one can
mark Off .41 small portion of their
environment; this should be an area
of their choice -but 'the average size
is about two square feet. While the
students observe the area closely and
intently for ten or fifteen minutes,
they should be considering such
questions as How would you de-'
scribe this environment to a blind
person? What is the smallest thing
in the area? What is the largest?
How would the area change if it
rained? Did the area change during.
the time of observation?

During the students' discussion of
their observations, allow them to
explain exactly what they saw, re-'
Corded, and observed: This qualita-
tive observation activity could be
escalated the next day utilizing rul-
ers, meter sticks, and stop watches
for quantifying obseivations. Some
students may wish to map their
areas; if so, the concepts related to
scale can he introduced. The stu-
dents should be allowed to structure

their study as mUch*as.possjble: Self
direction is learned through oppor-
tunities andexperienc'es in self &cc-
don:

Investigating Change
Take the children on a walk

around the school, both indoors and
outdoors. As they focus their atten-__
tion on change this time, theymighi'r
ask themselves: Is there something
in the classroom that is different .

than it was yesterday? Is there some-
thing that has not changed since .

yesterday? What has ehatiged since
the school building was constructed?
What is the evidence for change?
What objects interacted to produce
change? .Observations of chipped
paint, warn stairs, cracks in the wall,
weathered brick, or broken windows
thuld be cited. What changes were
caused by people? By nature? What,
changes do You feel were good?
Bole?

During the post-trip discussion,
the children can talk about ways to
define change. Introduce the ele-
ments of scale and time. What will
change today? In a week? In a sea-
son? A year?

After making their observations the students realized they did not know
everythifig about simple things such as sidewalks, streets, and (12e playground.



What causes change? Could these
same types of changes occur else-
where in 'nature ? How? A good ex-
tension of the experience is gained
by having the students actually
change pieces of earth material,
preferably pieces they have collected.

Relative Age of Materials
The fundamental geologic princi-

ple involved in this activity is super-
position. In a series of materials
sequential* deposited, materials on
the bottom are the oldest; thus, a
sequence of relative ages" can be
established for deposited materials
( two examples are sedimentary rock
and the mailbox after vacation). A
fundamental understanding of super-
position can he devtibed by first
having the students closeoheir eyes
or lay their heads on their desks.
While they are not looking, drop
seyeral books one at a time on top
of each other. When the students
see the pile of books ask, Which
book did I drop first? Second?
Last? How do you know? The con-
cept of correlation can be introduced
using two stacks of books side by
side in matching layers. The sets can
be modified to introduce the con-
cepts of omission or dnconformity.
The effectiveness of this demonstra-
tion is in its simplicity.

° During a subsethient class period,
take the class on a walk to a nearby
area. Choose a section, or several
sections depending on the size of the
group, preferably including a side-

, walk and a parking lot or driveway.
Try, to find an area where the street
has been patched or repaired.
(Safety should be considered in
choosing the sites.) The students
can rank all the materials in their
section according to relativQage, ap-
plying what they know about super-
position. The concept of correlation
may also be introduced where por-
lions of cracks have been patched.
Could you correlate the cracks from
one side of the patcli to the other?
What is the relative age of sand in
the gutter? Was the curb placed
before or after the street was? What
evidence do you have for your
answer? In the post-trip discussion,
students can suggest ways to resolve
any questions not fully answered by
the discussion.

Movements of the Sidewalk
This field trip, taken within walk-

ing distance of the school, can be
completed during one or two class
periods depending on student inter-
est.. T a focus is on movements of

to "earth's" surtaee, in this case
the sidewalk, street, or school yard.
The understanding of concepts re-
lated to folding, faulting.. and frac-
turing are thi! objectives. Locate a
portion of the sidewalk that has been

.subject to a deforming stress. Ob-
serve the direction of cracks in- the
street and see if the children can
connect the direction of cracks with
a specific cause.

How did the sidewalk move? flow
much has the material been dis-
placed? Which section' was pushed
up? Down? What would this sec-
tion look like from the side? Can
you draw a diagram of the move-
ment? What caused the movement?
Did the sidewalk break? Where did
the break occur?

This activity can be extended by
recording measurements and return-
itag several months later /to 'measure,
again to see if there has been 'any
more movement. Mapping of the
area and precise description, includ-
ing the direction of movement, can
also be incorporated in the children's
work.

Erosion and DepOsition
This is an easy carryover from the

field, trip investigating the street.
When children notice sand, stones,
and other material that has been de-
posited in the gutter, they may form
some hypothesis about the deposi-
tion of material. Where is material
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'deposited? Why is it deposited?
Through discussion, develop the
'idea that where the energy of the
stream becomes inadequate. to carry
the sand, etc.,nfurther, it will be

'41eposited. Thus, the relatively low
areas (pqddles, ponds, and lakes),
behind plants, and in ,cracks are
places where deposition bccurs.

Ask the custodian to place a hose
on the school grounds where water
can flow into theAutter, so that the
students can study th'e water and
materials bang carried by the water.
Thif; activity can demonstrate some
of the ideas the students generated
during-the observation portion of the
investigation.

What materials are carried in the
water? Where did they come from
and where do they go? flow large
are the particles? What determines
the size of something carried by the

-water? Where and why are earth
materials sometimes deposited by
water? As a summary tb this les-
son, the children can discuss: What
is' erosion? Deposition?' What is a
possible sequence of weathering,
erosion, and deposition in your
block? Where else on earth do you
think these principles could be-

applied?

The .History of a Vacant. Lot
Before the students go to study a

vacant lot, they should know that
the result of their studs/ will be the
developinent of,a 'history for the lot.
The students themselves should de-
cide how they are going to study the
vacant lot.

Concepts already developed in the
other examples, such as superposi-.
tion and Correlation, will be helpful
in their study. As the need arises,
the teacher can remind the students
of these concepts. Be sure the stu-
dents keep a record of materials
collected, their location, position,
and depth. This investigation might
also itildtide making a map of the
area 6' is in more detail than the
earlier -mapping-activity.

Finally, have the students infer a
possible history of thelot based on
their observations. Based on what
they have observed, have them
imagine it is ten thousand years from
now and they just uncovered the
area. What can you infer about our



civilization? What about the last ten
thousand years? Has the lot changed?
How?

Using a Focus Word for Observing
Once the children have made a

few of these discoveries about their
environment, it is occasionally fun
to give them only a focus word for
their observations. Words such as:
survival, harmony, systems and sub-
systems, like and dislike, interde-
pendence, color, concordance, repe-
tition, variation, change, polluted,
clean, and balance are only a few
that might be used. There'are other
ideas for focusing on the environ-
ment such as the evolution of a
city, water cycle in the city, weather
in the city, and micro-weather in
the school yard.

If the question "How do children
learn science?" is extended to in-
clude "How will children continue
to learn science?" the answer is not
found in a response of presenting
them with a systematic body of facts
about science. Increase their inter-
est in science, overcome their fear
of failing, and allow them for a
while to study their physical environ-
ment. Science certainly is not a lec-
ture or reacting a textbook; it is being
involved, experimenting, manipulat-
ing, discussing, and in one word,
doing. A new theory, facts, or re-
arrangement of some present knowl-

edge may resift. Many teachers
would counter this argument with
"But the scientists have a body of
facts when they start." My answer
isso does the young child. Find
the knowledge the child has, extend
his experience in a positive way, and
focus his attention on new experi-
ences within his environment.
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WITH urbanity closing hard on the wild places,
many conservationists are concerned enough

that the phrases "balance of nature" and "wise use"
have become familiar to more people than ever before.
Many eloquent arguments have been put Yorth in efforts
to cite reasons for the preservation of nature, but too
few are heard: However, there rises from all aspects
of American society the cry for creative minds to meet
the challenges of modern civilization. Upon the sur-
face, little seems apparent to relate nature and crea-
tivity. However, much research in the past several
years has linked creativity and nature in a way that
demands consideration by modern man.

What is creativity? Definitions abound, yet certain
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commonalities exist. Most concepts of creativity and
creative thinking embody openness in thought process,
a kind of freedom to ramble mentally and make asso-
ciations that have gone undiscovered. The inhibitors
of creative thinking are myriad. Nearly all of the
structured frameworks of knowledge and behavior that
have been perceived by man's mind are guilty of setting
standards of conformity. And conformity to standards,
by definition, requires a lack of freedom in association
of ideas.

This, perhaps, is the reason for the tremendous
clamor for creativity at the present time. Our society
has developed such a host of conformity patterns that
man's adherence to them has limited his ability to think
creatively. Minds have learned to focus and converge,
rather than extend and diverge.

Why? It is all too easy to blame societal patterns for
these conformities, and many have done so. But per-
haps society as an institution 'is not as guilty as society
as an organism. By this, it is suggested that urbanity,
as an amoeba-like entity which in process tends to feed
upon itself is really the villain.

Let us consider the growing city of today. As the



suburbs are cast sporelike out of the metropolitan cen-
ters, they germinate and are, eventually welded to the
parent city. Certain environmental conditions exist that
favor,one city over others, so that city's urban advantage
allows it to conquer' oilier's. Eventually, megalopolis
develops. Individual indentities are lost. Since urban
areas appear to those in them self supporting, inter-
change between the urban and rural becomys an
abstraction to mosrmembers of the urban society. The
world of nature is restricted to parks, aquaria, zoos,
and,hsometimes, "the country." The urban people have,
however, access to the best in cultural opportunities
galleries, museums, concert halls, libraries, and the like.
They also have tremendously advantageous educational
opportunities. Their needs are met by their urban en-
vironment. And yet, in the glittering canyons of urban-
ity, there rings loudly the cry for creativity.

Why is it that the need is so apparent today? Is it
that man has achieved such control of his environment
that the gentle nuances of nature no longer are noticed,
but only the catastrophic and devastational? Is it that
in the urban creations, the buildings are beginning to
look too much alike, and the new autos, though elegant,
are difficult to distinguish from one another? With all
its advantages, where has urbis gone wrong?

One answer might well lie in the completeness with
which urban society has divorced itself from nature and
the natural. William J. J. Gordon points up the role
of the commonplace as a reservoir for elements of our
thought processes:

Highly trained technical people often think in terms
of the immutable validity of their own special tech-
nology. They resist twisting their conventions out of
phase. , . Conventions as abstractions from reality
constitute a virtually complete and unassailable pat-
tern, Whereas the commonplace is infinitely repattern-.
able.. . . . there is built into the human mind a
resistance to the study of the commonplace.'

Dr. Gordon goes on to suggest that the best way
to overcome this resistance)1 is through the use of the
metaphor. Metaphor is a comparison that provides
insight into similarities between often dissimilar ele-
ments of one's environment. By recognizing such rela-
tionships, one is thrust into the role of examination of
the commonplace and may well be indulging in crea-
tive thought.

Assuming that through the process of metaphor, cre-
ative thought is attainable, what is the relationship be-
tween creativity and physical nature? The answer lies in
ffie essential character of the metaphors available to the
person bent on indulging in creative thought. The
processes of urbanization create a host of elements in
the commonplace world that are several generations
removed from the world of nature. These elements
have been mediated by countless minds and hammered
into the abstract forms of urban society. To the mind
growing amid these forms, the sources of metaphors are

Gordon, William 3. S. Synectics. Harpers, New York City, 1961. p. 105.
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the already derived and mediated objects of urban
evolution. Though utilitarian, perhaps these objects
are capable of evoking only more Channeled kinds of
metaphors. They would be, in fact, "conventional"
metaphors.

The world of physical nature, on the other hand, is
not derived or mediated; it is "natural."-The metaphors
of nature are those which originally inspired .all that is
urban society. The metaphors available from nature
are infinite and, as such, do not..have the built-in limita-
tions of the artificial abstractions so fundamental to the
urban elements.

Young people entering colleges and universities today
are primarily products of urban areas ands the urban
society spawned by them. They are bringing with them
a heritage of thought elicited by urbaqity and the
second- or third-generation metaphors attendant to such
a background. To these young people, something is "as
slow as a model-A," rather than "as slow as a tortoise."
(It's a pity, for, in its devious way, the tortoise gen-
erated, knowingly or not, ideas fundamental to certain
design elements of all, automobiles.)

Fundamentally then, the relationship between crea-
tivity and nature is entrenched in the metaphor. Biologi-
cal metaphors provide man with an array of alternative
relationships that is diminished each time ideas are
abstracted and removed in form from their natural
origins. To put it simply, the stately temple of creative
thinking is more easily built from natural metaphors
than from derived metaphors because there are more
of the former.

If young people (and society in general) are in-
sulated from nature by concentric layers of urbanity,
then the quantity as well as quality of creative thought
might be expected to diminish. The Thoreaus of the
future could not exist, for there would be not one
to write:

Every tree, shrub and spire of grass, that could raise
its head above the snow, was covered with a dense
ice foliage, answering as it were, leaf for leaf to its
summer dress . . . these ghost leaves, and the green
ones whose\ forms they assume, were creatures, of
the same law; the vegetable juices swell gradually
into. the perfect leaf on the one hand, and the crystal-
line particles troop to their standards in the same
order on the other.2

Education is but part of the task, for tomorrow's
teachers must be able to provide the natural for stu-
dents. If nature and the natural are 'allowed to expire
in the face of the urban onslaught, then creative poten-
tial in future minds might well be affected. This then
should be considered as another of the many reasons
for preservation as well as conservation.

Mankind has an affiliation with nature that might
well be severed in the realm of the commonplace. An
obligation far above sentimentality exists for man to
perserve this reservoir of creative alternatives.

2 Thoreau, Henry David. Walden.
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The aoncepti,tal Field Trip
"I have a leaf just like hers, but mine is an exam-

ple of change in living things, and hers is an exam-
ple of dependence among living things. Somehow
they seem to be related." Indeed they were. For the
rhododendron leaves the children collected both
showed change. One of the children simply looked
a little more closely and had noted that the change
in the color and appearance of the leaf had been
caused by an insectaileaf miner dependent on the
leaf for food and a home during its larval stage.
These sixth graders from the Seth Lewelling
School in Milwaukie, Oregon, spending a week
at Camp Westvvind on the beautiful Oregon coastal
dunes, were developing concepts of science, con-
cepts of environment, and concepts of conserva-
tion.

MATTHEW J. BRENNAN

Director
Pinchot Institute for Conservation Studies

Milford, Pennsylvania

SINCE educators first directed their attention to the
idea of helping children develop concepts rather

than filling their minds with facts, the "concepts" ap-
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proach has found general acceptance, Textbooks, ele-
mentary science projeets, and more recently, a se-
ries of teachers' curriculum guides for conserva-
tion education have been developed under the South
Carolina Curriculum Improvement Project using the
same concepts.* Even so, in the field, teachers still stuff
their pupils with facts. So, too, do some interpretive
naturalists in the park and forest programs for the
public go in for the "whole load approach." A teacher,
forester, or park naturalist may take a group out into the
field and proceed to tell the4 children numerous facts. he
has learned during his formal education and in his work
experience since, in a period of one hour or less.

At some resident outdoor education programs, the
children get the "whole load" on a different area of
science every day (sometimes two a day). On a trip
through a National Park or National Forest, the child,
or visitor may he exposed to all about the geology, soils,
plants, animals, and the type of conservation which
the managing agency practices on the area. The result
is that children in school and summer tourists are en-
vironmentally illiteratethey have no cimcepts of en-
vironment and particularly their own interdependence
with the environment.

Brennan, Matthew J., Edito'r. People atoi Their Emironment, Teach-
' ers Curriculum Guidin to Conservation Education. J. G. Ferguson Com-

pany, Chicago, Illinois. 1969.
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If the conceptual approach, is acceptable for text-
books, teachers' gui&s, and media materials, why not
try it for teaching and learning in the fieldin the natu-
ral sciertee laboratory? A "conceptual field trip," can
be used effectively, lasting $ to'10 minutes, \ offering a
child acquaintance with a single concept of environment.
In this way, rather than the "whole load" the teacher
can present to the class a sequentially planned series of',)
field experiences which will lead to development of sev-
eral concepts Of environment.

In an analysis of the "whole load" presentation of sev-
etal foAsteig, explaining the reasons foe block cutting of e'
Douglas fit, black walnut, or cherry, why not prepare a
list of the concepts they briefly mentiolt: germination
on 'mineral soil, response to sunlight, tolerance to shade,
effects of crowding, thinning. These tkoncepts can be
better developed in a planned elementiry, science se-
quence, rather than.through a unit taught a day or longer.

For example, at The Pinchot Institute, mahy-interest-
.ing field trips _are taken with children at all levels, With
kindergartners, the Institute has had great success with
a ten-minute trip to see three trees. One is 'big and
tall and straight, the forester's dream tree. The second
is a hemlock that blew down in a storm several years
ago. Its roots are still intact and the tip has turned upi
toward the sun. (Or is it away from the pull of gravity?)
The' third tree, was bent over when another fell on it
in a storm. Three of its side branches are now growing
upright.

At the kindergarten level, we are told that children
cannot develop a concept of plant response to sun-
light. That is generally done in third grade' (or is it
fourth?) by putting a box over a geranium plant in the
classroom window. Nevertheless, when the five-year-
olds are asked what they have learned from seeing these
trees, several in.the class will invariably say, "All of the
trees are trying to get up to the sun."

The other concepts necessary to an understanding of
forestry can be developed just as easily as the child
progresses through .elementary school science.

Back to the quotation at the opening of the article
from the sixth grader at Camp Westwind in Oregon.
Last. May, a different kind of "conceptual field trip"
was tried with these students from Seth Lewelling
School. As the field trip began, the children were
asked to look for two things:

(1) evidence of change (concept: living things and
the environment are in constant change); and (2) evi-
dence that one living thing is dependent on another
living thing=that living things are dependent on one
another, or interdependent. (Concept: living things
are interdependent with their environment and each
oTher.)

The directions for the ten-minute field trip were sim-
ple: "In the next ten minutes, find as many examples
as you can of change and dependence.",

The children regrouped after ten minutes. They were
loaded down with dead leaves, flowers, and seeds. The
students saw all kinds of changes, and discussed how
these were caused. They decided that changes in living
things were:

/. natural (species)buds 7-> flowers -> seeds >
dead remains;

2. natural (caused by other living things)chewed,
sucked, mined leaves;

3. physicalstorm, erosion, flood, time;
4. chemicalpH, mineral deficiency, salt spray;
5. man-eaused (In another hour the children might

have decided that man-made changes are also
natural. Is not man a natural animal?)

The children further decided that changes are going
on all time. Living things change, environments
change, sixth graders chap e, constantly.

Concepts of dependence and interdependence are
just as quickly developed through, this type of e eri-
ence. In the very short time spent on the field trip,The
children are beginning to develop the third .major con-
cert of environmentliving things are the product of
tliir heredity and their environment. This Concept also
applies to populations of organisms. What would hap-
pen if an animal ate all the leaves of a tree? If man
killed all grouse? Why are two Sitka spruce trees dif-
ferent? Two daisies? Two sixth-graders?

This type of field trip means a new role for the
teacherbut it is an enjoyable one. All he has to do is
direct his students to new experiences and help them
explore unknown environments. Let them develop
their own concepts of environment. Then every new
experience they have in the environment in the future
will reinforce their concept or cause it to be modified.

Sixth graders from Seth Lewelling School at Camp West-
wind "exploring the unknown environment" inside a tree
with the aid of an increment borer.
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Prince George's County Board of Education
Upper Marlboro, Maryland

for learning. Here, children will have opportunities for
direct, firsthand experiences in exploration, discovery

,and research.
In preparation for participation in the Program, two-

day training sessions for classroom teachers are held
prior to the students' arrival at the School. During these
sessions, teachers become familiar with the.program, the
facilities, and the school personnel. The personnel for
the program consists of ten permanent staff members,
ten resource teachers who teach a specific area, six-
teen junior counsellors (high school students). who
assist the staff and resource teachers as well as monitor
groups of pupils, and eight classroom teachers *accom-
panying their own classes).

Tte curriculum of. the one-week sessions is arrangeli
so that students can relate regular classroom programs
to the outdoor activities. The basic objectives of the
program are:

1. To recognize the value of natural resources and
to learn to use them wisely.

2. To increase emphasis on science education and to

CHILDREN- learn best through firsthand experi-
ences. In keeping with this commonly held prin-

ciple, the Outdoor Education Program sponsored by
the Prince George's County Board of .Education has
demonstrated success in bringing real experiences into
the liyes of many elementary schoOl children.

Each school year approximately 600 elementary
school students have an opportunity to spend a week
at an outdoor education school. Presently, the school
is held at Camp Letts, a local YMCA camp located
near Annapolis, Maryland, on Sellman's Creek. Two
one-week sessions are held here in September for sixth
graders and two in May for fifth graders.

Recognizing the importance and potential learning
development in outdoor education, the Board of Educa-
tion has initiated plans for the establishinent of a center
for outdoor education in Prince George's County. The
plans call for an ultimate tract of land, approximately
500 acres in area, to be set aside as a field laboratory

Note: Individuals interested in further information about the Outdoor
Education School are invited to correspond with the authors.
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ikature trail development is one of the many daily-sched-
uled activities at Camp Letts.

give each student a chance to develop increased
knowledge and interest in adaptaction of animals
and plants for life in water and 'on land, the
changing surface of. the earth, and interrelation-
ships in the environment.

3. To make classroom learning more meaningful
through the application of knowledge to practical
situations.

4. To learn to live democratically with other chil-
dren, and with adillts through experiences in out-
door living.

5. To develop skills and interests in outdoor edu-
cation which will carry over into later life.

6. To gain knowledge about natural resources from
direct associations with nature.).

Each child is expected to attend And :take part in
the daily-scheduled activities.

1. Water Safety'
2. Nature Crafts
3. Camp Crafts
4. Stalking and Observing
5. Weather Study
6. Mapping and Orienteering
7. Bait Casting
8. Nature Trail bevelopment
9. Shoreline Ecology

10. Insect Study

Zhe evening activities also haVe a built-in motivation.
They are designed to broaden the child's interests and
deepen his appreciation in these "after supper" activi-
ties. Evening activities include:

1. Square Dancing and Social Mixers
2. Nature Oriented Games
3. Council Fire
4. Astronomy
5. Bird Banding
6. Poetry Appreciation

f

Children simulate rushing water conditions in order to
examine the elects on the land.

From the beginning in the spring of 1960; when one
class of thirty fifth-grade children pioneered this new
approach to learning, the growth and expansion has
been encouraging. Onde again this May, 280 fifth-
grade students will be transported by bus to the outdoor
education school site for one week of simple exploration
and investigation, discovery and research.

A true evaluation of the results is difficult. Certainly
a specific focus toward the development of principles
in outdoor educatibn and conservation along with a
greater emphasis on scientific understandings has taken
place. The experience also indicates' that the outdoor
education program has cfrtain unique contributions to
make regarding the emphasis on learning. These basic
learnings, along with intelligent and enthusiastic guid-
ance, motivate children to respond to and contribute
more fully to the use and imprOvement of their immedi-
ate environment.

Looking ahead to the future, as Prince , George's
County becomes more densely populated, there will be
much greater need for study in the out-of-doors with
compensatiqg experiences. The Prince George's County
outdoor &Ideation program will continue to provide
firsthand experiences and a fotndation for a more
broadly educated citizenry.

Outdoor education participants learn to estimate the age of
a tree from a cork sample.
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HE finest teaching resources for
1 science and environmental ed-

ucation available in the United
States are to be found in the two
million acres of National Park land
and the more than 28 'million acres
of land including National Monu-
ments, National Historical Sites,
National Seashores, and other Na-
tional Landmarks.

In their origin, National Parks
and Monuments are chosen for
preservation and conservation on
the basis of their natural features
and unique scientific interest. At
Lassen Volcanic National Park in
California, one can see vivid evi-
dence of the fiery eruptions which
took place as recently as 1917. On
the flanks of Washington's mighty
Mount Rainier, one can see great
valley glaciers actively carving the
sides of this "sleeping" volcano.
At Petrified Forest National Park
in Arizona or Dinosaur National
Monument in Utah, one can view
some fascinating chapters of earth's
earlier inhabitants and history: In
short, tllise areas with their multi-
tude of geologic and biologic attrac-
tions are outdoor laboratories where
much can be learned about the
earth.

Because of the great increase of
tourism and outdoor -education
within recent years, large numbers
of youngsters are visiting the Na-
tional Parks and Monuments. Con-
sequently, good use can be made of
these areas to relate students to vari-
ous aspects of science, especially
those dealing with geologic topics.
Even if they do not visit the parks,
many students are introduced to the
wonders of these areas in their geog-
raphy and social studies classes.

THIS ARTICLE has been adaptall from A Guide
to the National Parks: tichelr Landscape and
Geology by Wil Hard II. Matthews, III, The
Natural History Press, Garden City, New Yolk,
1968

4- JIM LEE, RIJIIEAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
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Arnefica's Open-Air
\' "Classrooms"
Science and Scenery

The National Parks offer' an un-
beatable blend of science and scen-
erypicturesque and remote wilder-
ness areas 'with explorable terrain.
Young investigators Can grasp un-
derstandings in biology and geology
from the combinations of life forms

3 4

and their physical surroundings ap-
parent in an area. Glaciers and
snowshoe rabbits, volcanic craters
and silversword plants, and snow-
capped . mountains and alpine fir,
are among the bio-physical elements
that combine to composeathe natural
histdry of an area. These organic
and inorganic constitants of the



landscape are closely related and
' interdependent.

Rocks: The Raw Materials of
Landscapes

Most of the features of the na-
tural' landscape are composed of or
have been carved into solid rock.
The National Parks derive much of
their beauty from the character of
their exposed rock formations and
the effect of geologic agents upon
them.

Because rocks alle the raw mate-
rials of geology and the "stuff"
front which landforms are shaped,
it is 'helpful, for students to know
something of rocks' general charac-
teristics nd their role in the devel-
opment df the landscape. What is a
rock? It is a naturally formed phys-
ical mixture' of minerals that, makes
up an appreciable amount of the
earth's crust. The minerals .are na-
turally occurring substances which
have fairly definite chemical com-
positions and which occur in definite
shapes called crystals.

Geologists believe that all the
rocks of the earth's crust originated
in three general ways and have been
classified accordingly igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic. Ig-
neous rocks were once hot and
molten (magma) which later cooled
and solidified to form such common
rocks as lava and granite. Even
Yhough 95'percent of the outermost
ten miles of the earth's crust is com-
posed of rocks of igneous origin,
they are not as common on the
earth's surface. Igneous rocks ap-
pear exposed on the surface in areas
that have undergone much erosion
by wind, water, and weather, i.e.,
the granite domes of Yosemite, the
saw-toothed peaks of the Tetons,
and the coastline of Acadia. Where
magma has spilled out upon the
earth's surface through a great fis-
sure, volcanic cones have formed
mountains, i.e., in Lassen Volcanic,
Mount Rainier, Crater Lake, Ha-
wall, and Haleakala National Parks.
In some cases, the lava reached
the surface in fissure flows over a
broad area and has left formations
such as those in Isle Royale, Shen-
andoah, and Yellowstone National
Parks.

Sedimentary rocks are formed by
the compaction and cementing to-
gether of rock fragments called sedi-
ments. Sediments may be deposited
by wind, water, ice, and in the sea
to form sandstone, limestone, clay,
and shale. Although only 5 percent
of the earth's outer crust is made up
of sedimentary rock, 75 percent of
the rocks exposed on the surface are
of this type. The Grand Canyon
provides geologists with a "slice" of
the earth's crust where the succes-
sion of sedimentary rock strata pre-
sents billions Of years of geologic
record. Ripple marks, cross-bed-
ding, mud cracks, and fossils which
are characteristic in the layering of
sedimentary rock are found widely
-throughout the Parks.

Metamorphic rocks were orig-
inally some other rock (igneous,
sedimentary' even another meta-
morphic rock) that has been greatly
altered by heat and pressure to form
a completely different type of rock.
Thus, granite may be metamor-
phosed into gneiss (nice), shale into
slate, afid limestone into marble. As
would be expected, metamorphic
rocks are more common in areas
that have been subjected to severe
crustal intrusions. Because they
have had more time to undergo such
change, metamorphic rocks are
usually of very great age. Exposures
crop out in the inner gorge of the
Grand Canyon and in many other
Parks.

Ecology in the Parks

Just as an acquaintance with geol-
ogy will facilitate an understanding
of the meaning behind Park land-
scapes, the science of biology pro-
vides a behind-the-scenes view of
life in the National Parks. Most of
the Parks have their own distinctive
types of living community- -flora
(plant life) and fauna (animal life)
native to that area. ,Each organism
is closely interrelated withs and fre-
quently dependent, upon the other
plants and animals that are around
it; and moreover, they are all de-
pendent upon their physical sur-
roundings. In fact, in most Parks it
was the physical environment that
originally*attracted life to the area.

3
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In addition, by its activities, each
organism affects its environment
and is itself affected by the ever-
changing landscape.

The study of the interrelations of
plants and animals with one another
and with the physical features of
their surroundings is called ecology.
Derived from the Greek word oikos
which literally means "home," this
increasingly important branch of
biology deals with the "home life"
of organismstheir relation to one
another and to their living and non-
living environment. Because this en-
vironmental science addresses itself
to all phases of our surroundings, it
has sometimes been called "the sci-
ence of everything." And, dealing
as it does with the reasons behind
plani'Mtid animal communities, ecol-
ogy has also been called "the science
of togetherness."

The National Parks are ideal
places for students and teachers to
observe natural plant and animal
assemblages because the National
Park Service is dedicated to the
preservation of normal ecological
conditions within each area sub-
mitted to its charge. For visitors,
the Parks provi,e Ranger-Natural-
ists who conduct nature walks and
other interpretative services de-
signed to call attention to each
area's special ecological significance
and emphasize man's responsibility
to help maintain proper natural con-
ditions. Also, interpretative mark -
ers on park nature trails explain the
relation IA organisms to their bio-
logical and physical environment.

Wildlife in the Parks

In order to insure the proper bal-
ance of nature, the wildlife man-
agement policy of the National
Park Service states "The whole
natural community of an area shall
be subject to a minimum of human
interference or manipulation, and
there shall be a free play of natural
forces Niid processes." Thus, visi-
tors have the opportunity to se'e the
animals in their natural environ-
ment relatively undisturbed by man.

There are a number of reasons
why the fauna and flora of the Parks
should be preserved. First, the nat-
ural plant and animal life add
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greatly to the interest and beauty
of each area; second, the plants Ind
animals native, to the area are able
to live more safely in their natural
habitat than elsewhere; and third,
these natural game preserves are
ideal field laboratories for biologi-
cal research and observation. Con-

, sequently, zoologists and other bit-
logical scientists and their students
visit the Parks each year in order to
study these undisturbed animal com-
munities under the most natural
conditions possible.

To further assure a natural en-
vironment for these wild creatures,
the animal life in the Parks is pro-
tected by Federal law, and Park
Rangers are on hand to make cer-
tain that the law is enforced. In-
deed, the "preservation of certain
species of wildlife has been one of
the prime reasons for the establish-
ment of certain Parks. For exam-
ple, Mount McKinley National Park
was established to preserve Da II
sheep, Olympic Park was estab-
lished lo protect the Olympia \ or
Roosevelt elk, and Everglades Na-
tional Park provides a 'sanctuary
for a host of subtropical birds.

Native Vegetation in the Parks
The plant life of the National

Parks is also protected by National
Park Service policy and picking
wildflowers, removing plants and
shrubs, and the indiscriminate cut-

e ting of trees and underbrush- is not
permitted. In those areas where it
is necessary to thin vegetation for
the construction of roads, trails, or
campgrounds, the thinning is done
carefully and sparingly. Moreover,
Park personnel take special precau-
tions to maintain the proper balance
in nature in order to allow the
thinned area to look as natural as
possible. In areas of historical sig-
nificance the vegetation is usually
maintained in, or restored to, a
condition similar to that which pre-
vailed at the time of the event being
commemorated.

/4

In addition to the prevention of
amage by human activities and

forest fires, Park Service personnel
also take precautions to prevent
losses, from plant diseases and epi-
demic forest insects. Steps are also
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taken to eliminate non-native plants
and to protect vegetation from dam-
age by grazing and browsing ani-
mals.

Certain of the National Parks are
famous, for their trees. The giant
sequoias (?! California's Yosemite,
Kings Canyon, and Sequoia Na-
tional Parks, are the largest trees in
the world. Some are estimated tot
be between three-and-four-thousand
years old. Other large trees, among
them the western hemlock, Sitka
spruce', and western red cedar,
thrive in the wet rain forests of
Olympic National Park on the Olym-
pic Peninsula in Washington.

;One of the outstanding features
of the National Park forests is their
natural and primitive character. In
ftlet, these forests might properly
be considered "forest inuseums" in
which normal processes of nature

. "ttre given free rein.
,!t But trees arid forests are not the
only forms of plant life for which

3 6
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the Parks art famous. Many are
, well known for a specific type QT
vegetation. Thus, Texas' Big Bend
National Park is famous for its
desert plants and Everglades Na-
tional Park, Florida, for its lush
tropical and subtropical vegetation.
Still other Parks are noted for their
colorful displays of flower "shows."

Use the Park§ to Teach/

Thus, the physical features and
life forms of the National Parks are
the basic' ingredients of the Park's
spectacular .scenery.D'he biology
and geology (If. these scenic areas
are blended together in a harmony
of existence. By exploring and ob-
serving this balance, children can
learn to apprepiate moire fully the
great age of the earth, its fascinat-
ing history, the complexity of its
structure and composition, and
come to know the myriad plants
and animals that inhabit, it.



BETH SCHULTZ

Science Cutricultim
Improvement Study
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Departrnient of Biology

Western Michigan University
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PEOPLE are a part of the natural
scene, not apart from it. Our

./concern about the population ex-
plosion and the pollution of air,
water, and soil bears witness to our
dawning awareness of the fact. The
ecological emphasis of the new ele-
mentary life science materials is fur-
ther evidence of our concern 4.) help
people understand their relationship
to the earth which sustains them.

The concept of the biotic commu-
nity is used to help children under-
stand food, space, and other relation-
shim among living organisms. If
children's studies of plants and ani-
mals have emphasized these inter-
dependencies, it will not be difficult
for them to comprehend the corn-
vaunity idea., .

Many text and popular books for
both children and adults describe the
biotic community. They picture the
food producers (the green plants),
the plant eaters (herbivores), the
animal eaters (carnivores), and the
scavengers and decomposers. The
food cycle is accompanied by the
cycling of oxygen and carbon di-
oxide, and thus the paths of energy
flow are traced through the com-
munity. In a sense, the community
idea is abstract. It is man's way of
generalizing the interacticns which
do occur somewhere. II of the
"somewheres" are the man habitats
where plants grow and creatures
dwell. '

There is a great diversity of habi-
tats, and each one has definite char-
acteristics which are determined by
one or more dominant influences.
We are now acknowledging man as
the dominanr influence in many
areas. Man's activities have altered
many environments to an extent that
they bear no resemblance to the area
as it existed before man arrived. In
some places, such as pavements, the
new environment cannot support life
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of any kind. In others, native pop-
ulations have been completely de-
stroyed and replaced by other popu-
lations. For example, forests have
been replaced by farms, marshes
have been filled and are now the sites
of suburban dwellings. (See sug-
gested Activity 1.)

The most obvious man-dominated
. community is the city. From the

sociologist's point of view, the city
is a human community with all of
the specialized tasks (dispensing of
goods and services and governing)
performed by people. This is Nut
one level of organizationthe social
organization of one kind of animal,
one population.

From the biologist's point of view,
the biotic community, which includes
the population of man, is a larger,
more inclusive group. It includes

\ plants used in landscaping, agricul-
\ tural crops, dogs, Pats, and other
pets, and domesticated animals
raised for food. It ago includes rats,
spatrows, roaches, and weeds.

When we view an urban area as
a man-dominated biotic community,
We see many associated organisms in
a new light. , Most city plants- are
introduced into the area by man,

/Often deliberately, sometimes acci-
dentally. The most obvious are trees
which may have been. selected be-
cause they offer the 'best combina-
tion of hardiness aneshade. Along
many streets, the trees must be capa-
ble of surviving with little water
because so much of the area around
them is paved and rainfall runs off
into storm sewers instead of soaking
into th_e soil (Activity 2).

Trees provide food and shelter
for many kinds of animals. Insects
eat some of the leaves or burrow
into the bark. Birds feed on the in-
sects, and both birds and squirrels
eat the fruits (Activity 3).

Parks, dwellings, and commercial
buildings have varying amounts of
landscaping which include a wide
variety of vegetation. The vegeta-
tion may harbor a wide variety of
insects: The soil beneath the shrubs,
lawns, and along walls is often well-
populated (Activity 4).

People bring animals into the city. .

Cats, dogs, caged birds, aquarium
animals, and a few kinds of small
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mammals a popular pets. Zees .

and aquan are "living museums"
where a I rge vfiriety of animals
resides. Pets and caged animals are
fed, sometimes with their own native
foods, but more often with human
agricultural products (Activity. 5).

One interesting aspect of the man-
dominated community is the. large
variety of populations of the un-
invited. Some writers refer to these
populations as "camp followers,"
which find the "better life" because
of human activity.

blf these organisms compete with
man for food and shelter, or if they
threaten man's health, they are called
harmful and ar\considered pests.
Rats, mice, roac es, and flies are
among these unwelcome followers.
They populate areas where food is
stored, prepared, or served, and
where garbage is dumped. Man's
buildings and trash' heaps provide
myriad small, dark places where
animals can dwell (Activity 6).

Other camp followers are abun-
dant yet not se deeply scorned.

4l9use sparrows, pigeons, starlings
and squirrels thrive because, likelthe
pels, they are able to eat a large
variety of foods and nest in a variety
of places. These animals are also
tolerant of man's presence (Activity
7).

Weeds are the plant kingdom's
representatiivs among the camp fol-
lowers. A weed is any plant which
grows where man does not want it
to grow. The word "weed," there-
fore, is a general term which de-.
scribes man's attitude of rejection or
indifference toward a certain kind of
pint. But weeds are interesting or-
ganisms Some kinds survive mow-
ings thrive in lawns. Some kinds
have long tap roots aid survive in
the dry, hard soils on and along fooi-
paths or in cracks in pavements.
Although these hardy plants may be
considered pests in some places, they
may conserve water and soil and
provide the base of a food chain in
what otherwise might be a lifeless
place (Activity 8).

Human communities, from the
small rural village to the densely
populated city, are biotic communi-
ties populated by thousands of planjor
and animal populations. Some are
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there because of mtor,..some survive
because they can tolerate man and
his activities..

Laboratory Activities

The outdoor laboratory experi-
ences suggested here can help chil-
dren see their town or city as a man-
dominated biotic community. Most
of the 'activities emphasize seeing the
plants and animals .which are pres-
ent and iniiestigatiirg conditions
which make it possible for them to
survive.

The community idea will not be
demonstrated unless relationships
and interdependencies are stressed.
Food 'relationships are among the
easiest to observe. For example,
much of, the food for all of the ani-
mals is brought into the community
by man. After children have done
some investigating, observing, and
measuring, the teacher can help them
diagram some food chains. Many
of the dwelling places used by small
animals are a result of man's activi-
ties. For example, the design of
older buildings offers nesting and
roosting 'places for house sparrows,
pigeons, and starlings. ,Are there
changes in the sizes of these bird
populations as new buildings replace
a-4 old?'

Activity 1.

If an area near the school is chang-
ing rapidly (tearing down of old
buildings, new construction, new
parks, new stores and parking lots),
note the changes 'during a few weeks
or months. Do this with photographs
if possible. Often such man-made
changes will cause observable
changes in the plant and animal life
as well as in temperatures and hu-
midity. Do the changes alter the
kinds and/or numbers of dwelling
places and sources of food? What
evidences of the presence of plants



and animals are there before, dur-
Wig, and after the changes?

(Note: If construction is under-
way, do not overlook opportunities
to learn how man extends his capa- .
bilities through the use of tools and
power.)

Activity 2.

Trees
a. Characteristics: Before identi-

fying the trees, take time to
examine their characteristics.
Forms and kindS of trees vary
with the eniitotiment (soil,
temperature, water, and Oal-
ity of the air).

Ho* large a,re the trees
(height, size of crown, girth
of trunk)?
Are they deciduous or ever-
green?
How much bare ground
surrounds the base of the?
tree?
Estimate the amount of
water available to soak into
the soil near the tree per
year (average annual rain-
fall tithes area),
What' otfier sources of wa-
ter does the tree have?
Find two or more trees of

the same kind which show
different conditions of health:
Try to account for the diffet-
ences you see. For example,
trees-in the park may appear
healthier than trees of the
same species along the street.

b. Identification
Find out what kinds of trees

are in the area.
Try to learn from your local

parks department, or other
agencies, when they were
planted and why these kinds
were 'chosen. Perhaps they
occurred naturally and were
protected.

e

Use reference books to find
out more about each kind of
tree. If it is not native to your
region, what are its origins?
What characteristics enable it

Ito survive where it does?
Is this tree a good or poor,

"street tree"? Is it able to
remain healthy in the city
environment?

Activity 3.

Many of the trees and shrubs bear
fruit (fleshy or dry) which are eaten
by birds and other animals. Observe
the flowers, then the fruits of the
plants in your area. Watch the birds
and try to fmd out what they are
eating. They may be eating plant
products or they may be eating in-
sects which live on the plants.

Collect leaves which show some
damage by insects. The insects with
chewing mouthparts bite chunks
from leaves. Those with piercing,
sucking mouthparts probe the veins
of the leaves. These ledyes may curl
and turn brown. Try to find out if
a tree or shrub is the first link in one
or more food chains. Perhaps you
can describe a chain of several links
which starts with the tree.

Activity 4.

With a trowel, get samples of soil
from different locations around the
building. Notice whether it is damp
or dry. Measure and record the
temperature of -each place where you
collect. Spread the sample on an
old newspaper, pick out the animals
which you fmd, and put them into
a jar. You may fmd earthworms,
sow bugs, crickets, and other small
animals. How many kinds did you
find in each sample? Try to relate
numbers of kinds and numbers of

each kind to the conditions' (mois-
t ture and temperature) .of the place

you sampled. °

Keep your record and repeat the
activity during another season. Com-
pare the results. It is not uncommon
to find soil animals active during
the winter months. Populations in ,

omany little habitats vary from season
to season, but the habitats are rarely
devoid of life.

Activity 5.

Plan a trip to the...zoo. Most zoos
have someone on the staff to help
teachers plan trips. Ask that food
be the focus of study for your trill.
Find out both the native foods of
the animals and the foods given
them in the zoo. What are the
sources of the zoo foods?

Notice also how the animals use
their mouths and appendages to ob-
tain and consume the food.

Census the pets owned by chil-
dren in your class.

Ask-, children to list the foods
eaten by the pets' and to find out
the sources ot.the foods.

Use references to find out: What
are the closest wild relatives of,-the'
Pets? What are the naturl foods
of the wild species? How are the(
habitats similar to giose of the pets?

Activity 6.

Undoubtedly, the children will be
able to list animals which are con-
sidered to be pests. Census those
which are known to be present in
the area or list places which could
harbor animal pests. Conjecture
what animals could live there. Sup-
port your guesses.

You niay be able to demonstrate
short food chains. For example, a
place which harbors mice has in it
food which mice will 'eat. It may
also harbor cats which eat the mice.
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Activity 7.

The "camp followers" which man
tolerates are interesting animals to
study. Generally speaking, an ani-
mal lives where it does because it
is able to survive there. That means
that it finds food and dwelling space
and that its reproductive rate is at
least as great as its death rate. House
sparrows, pigeons, starlings, and
squirrels are probably the most com-
mon city animals tolerated by man
in North America.,

Where do these: animals live?"
Notice the roostirig,places on build-
ings, the ivy-m*0 ,walls, the hol-
low trees. Find IiiikAdiat these an-
imals eat by watching them.

-Activity S.
Most of the plants which we call

weeds survive because they are able
to survive a wide range of soil and
climat conditions. Find out the

ty of habitats in which a cer-
tain kind of weed can live by looking
around your school area. Investi-
gate shrub borders and waste places
and measure a few specimms
each place. Notice how the speei-'
mens differ from place to place. No-
tice sizes and textures of leaves,
rosettes, flower stems, and roots.

Dig up a dandelion from a hard,
dry soil. Plant it in a pot of loose,
fertile soil and keep it watered, What
happens?

Summarizing the Investigations

Compare the interrelationships in
your man-dominated community to
those -of a community where man's
influence is not so great (a desert,
an isolated sea khore, an "unin-
habited" island, a large forest).

What plants and animals are in
the community because of man's
activities? Which are there only be-
cause they can tolerate man?

What and where are tilt produc-
ers, the consumers, thd decOnposers?
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Port Washington, New York

HERE are many techniques
used by scientists which, when

simplified, can be used for the in-
struction of children. While involved
in a teacher training program at New
York Ocean Science Laboratory,
Montauk, New York, . Anthony
D'Agostino, a researcher there, used
an interesting approach to the study
of seasonal succession of organisms
of surface encrusting (fouling)
communities. The techniques he
employed could be modified as sug-
gested here for collecting and study-
ing live organisms in the field or the
classnion&

Materials

1. Obtain a wire or plastic basket,
preferably one that is sturdy and
noncorrosive (those used for de-
livering milk work well). 'See Fig-

40

ack
ure 1. If no basket is available, an
open cement block could be used
with the slides suspended from
wires run through theholes in the
block.

2. Attach spring-type clothespins to
the crossbars of the basket, and
attach a slide to each clothespin.
See Figure 2. /

3. Use a hemp or nylon rope to
make a bridle on the basket and

. attach a line to it. Place a heavy
stone in the basket for weight.

FIGURE 1.



Procedure

Suspend the basket in a calm
channel or bay, from a dock or other
stationary object. Colloidal and sus-

.' pended,inatter in the water will at-
tach itself to the glass slide, thus
effectively concentrating organic
molecules. Eventually this organic
surface film will servas a source of
nutrients for the microscopic orga-
nisms which settle on the slides.
Bacteria will be the first of a series
of populations of organisms that will
become abundant in in succession in
the establishment of a surfaCe foul-
ing community; they will appear on
the slides within a week. The fol-
lowing chart illustrates the sequence
of organisms that will become abun-
dant on the slides after increasingly
longer immersion periods. 0

Bacteria
24 hours after immersion. Numer-
.ous bacterial colonies usually made
up of rod-shaped cells. (Magnifica-
tion 400X;)

'Diatoms
48-72 hours. Boat-shaped light
brown cells. (Magnificatioo 100X
or 400X.)

Ciliates c`)

4-6 days, Paramecium and euplotid-
like cells. (Magnification 50X.)-

RotifErs
Nematodes
6-7 'days may occur. (Low magnifi-
cation.)

FIGURE 2.

Mud-Blister Worms
Coelenterates

econd or third week. Colon ial coe-
lenterates such as obelia may ap-
pear. (Low magnification.)

Crustaceans
Molluscs (Crepidula)
Organisms will vary with the season.
Ostocods and barnacles may become

part of the community. (Loy magni-
fication.)

Germinating
Seaweeds
May or may not occur, pending
upon the season. In the spring en-
teromorpha and. codiaceae may be
observed under low magnification.

Hay Infusion

If saltwater' channels or bays are
not accessible,, hay infusions may
also produce interesting successions.
Roil 250 MI of tap water; place it in
a clean beaker and cool. Add one
teaspoon of 9ud and some dry hay;
allow this mixture to stand for at
least one week.

The organisms which develop will
depend upon the cysts or organisms
found in the hay or mud. Organisms
"are usually concentrated on the sur-
face film of the water or at the mud-
water interface at - the bottoria.
Therefore, samples for wet mounts
shouldbe taken from these spots,
not 'from clear. Water. Slides may
also be suspended in the beaker, as
in the other procedure.

The organisms may become abunz
dant in the following sequence:

Bacteria during the first week
Amoeba during the first and second

weeks
Ciliates during the second and third

weeks
Rotifers during the third week
Nematodes during the third week if

.there are eggs in the mud or hay.
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District of Columbia

Public Schodis
Washington, D. C.

rrEACHERS and students throughdut
1 the country are becoming involved

in the development and use of Envi-
ronmental Study Areas. This report de-
scribes how one inner -city school found
that its area not only provided an environ-
mental learning site for children, but it
also served as inspiration for change in
an entire neighborhood.

THE Urban Environmental Study
Area at the Madison School in

Northeast. Washington was first con-,
ceived as a result of a search for a
practical demonstration of theoreti-
cal ideas developed in a teacher
training class in environmental edu-
cation at the D.C. Teachers College.
The site chosen was established
through a cooperative effort of the
National Park Service and the D.C.

,Public Schools to ifford students of
Madison School and ten nearby pub-
lic, parochial, and private schools of
this inner-city area an introduction

-to environmental ,ditersity.
To how this diversity, the Na-

tional Park Service designed a land-,

scape plan which provided for five
basic life-zones or ecosystems for the
severely eroded area of the school
property chosen for the ESA site
grassland, desert, semi-arid (transi-
tional area), cropland, and forest.
All the numerous stages of prepara-
tion were handled cooperatively
among the National Park Service
personnel, the children, and the
teachers. Activities for each grade
were then correlated with the exist-
ing science curriculum guide for the
city schools.

Soil samples were examined, as
well as the compactness of the area.
Together the groups made observa-
tions of the erosion and drainage
problems and surveyed the facilities
available to maintain plants and soil.
The sub-soil present was not fertile
enough to support plant life, so a
retaining wall was decided upon and
fourteen cubic yards of topsoil added
to the area. Plants arrived and the
children assisted in the planting and
care which followed.

Through these steps, the students
were exposed to and helped to solve
the problems of reclaiming a barren
site. Each pupil became a respon-
sible and active citizen concerned
for the maintenance of the quality of
his school site environment.

1.7
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On May 23rd, the entire Madison
Elementary School population as

well as members of the surrounding
community celebrated the dedica-
tion of their completed Urban En-
vironmental Study Area (left). After
the dedication (above), the students
held a block parade to alert the
neighborhood to the summer pro-
gram, "Our Block of Earth."

(See page 42.)
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SYLVIA K. SHUGRUE

Science Teacher
District of Columbia

Public Schools

THOMAS L. AYERS

Soil Conservation Society
of America

Washington, D. C.

BECAUSE the teaching of con-
servation demands a synthesis

of information from many disci-
plines and a mastery of many and
diverse skills, it is one of the most
difficult areas of the elementary sci-
ence curriculum to implement. In
addition, the discipline imposed by
nature demands much learning and
labor for rewards which are long
delayed and sometimes uncertain.
It is, therefore, imperative to the suc-
cess of a conservation project that
motivation be dynamic and sus-
tained.

Early in her Beautification Pro-
gram, Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson
enunciated what may be the keynote
to the development of an instruc-
tional program in conservation, one
which would insure change in the
habits and attitudes of children.
Mrs. Jonhson's beautification cam-
paign stemmed from her own spon-
taneous response to natural beauty
and a corresponding concern for
conservation. This-spontaneous re-
sponse is universal in children, a
dynamic motivating force readily
sustained through the science pro-
gram.

The effort to improve school
grounds in the Nation's Capital di-
rected attention to a fact so obvious
as to be overlooked: The school
ground may be the only soil avail-
able to urban children for study,
management, and improvement. It
affords a readily available outdoor
laboratory to complement the class-
room instructional program in the
study of plant life.

In order to facilitate the use of
the school grounds as a laboratory,
it is 'necessary to develop a cycle
of activities which are appropriate
to the area, the season, and the re-

A Concern for
Conservation

sources readily available to the
school. These activities should have
continuity throughout the academic
year, be adaptable to the maturity
levels of the children, and offer op-
portunities for community involve-
ment. The following calendar of
conservation activities was devel-
oped and used successfully in many
schools in Washington, D.C. -Al-
though it was designed for a specific
geographic location, it provides a
cycle of fundamental activities which

i)6

could be readily adapted to other
regions of the country. Help in
adopting and carrying out the activ-
ities can be obtained by interested
teachers from local representatives.

-of state and federal agricultural and
conservation agenda.. Personnel of
the county office building can direct
teachers to agents able to give as-
sistance and suggest published ma-
terial which can be secured from
local, state, and national agricultural
and conservation agencies.

Conservation activities may be performed year round,
making use of the classroom as well as the school grounds.
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f A Calendar of Conserva

PROJECTS
FALL'

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

WINTER

DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY

LAWNS
I

fertilize soil and seed

I . The maintenance of the law is the responsibility of school
4 personnel (custOtlian). To e courage practices of conserva-

tion, children,can participa e in seeding, weeding, and anti-
litter campaigns, and idettifying native plants.

I

1

4-- Prepare, grass.

I

SOIL
Study the components of soil by

processes of soil building

examination of samples

through trips into

collected. I

Study the the field

FLOWER

GROWING

Force bulbs (tulips,
cial bulbs for forcing

Prepare bulb beds

Harvest seeds from
golds, cockscomb).

Begin composting
vegetable refuse.

white narcissus, hyacinth).
must be purchased.

(plant tulip, hyacinth,

previously grown annuals

with leaves, show,
If buried outside, watering

I
Note: Spe-

daffodil bulbs).

(zinnias, marl-

garden and kitchen
not needed.

Store bulbs potted
in a cool dark place

4 water, Add water
not require watering.

1

for forcing for approximately
indoors. Cover with

when necessary. Bulbs

two months
plastic to retain

buried outside do

I

bring stored IP
classroom, water,

develop.

I

... At two-week intervals,
bulbs into light of
and observe flowers

growing seedlings and/orvegetables`:_jVEGETABLE

GROWING

4-7 Grow lettuce in cold frames. 4., forModify soil

WINDOW BOXES 4 Cbnstruct boxes. --OP

I )
window

DISH GARDENS f Prepare any time of year. Plants include: philodendron, cactus, succulents, ivy

PROPAGATING
ORNAMENTALS

Windowsill.
Greenhouses

Hardwood Cuttings
Layering. -4

Propagate hardwood
myrtle, forsythia.

'

cuttingsmock orange,
Bury cuttings beloW

lilac, crepe
freezing line. ,,! lb

.4- Propagate conifers
, juniper 'and broad-leaf

such as pvacanthus,
and Chinese holly.

. 1

such as yew and...*
evergreens
lugustrum,

TERRARIA ....flowering
Study the needs of plants. Classify plants according to

or nonflowering. Observe the water .cycle, the
water table, the growth in terraria plants. Ornament the

I

school room or home.

TREES
Observe leaves, fruits

4 their margins, veins,
store for reference.

.

.1411

bark, root. Press
and midrib. den

.

leaves and observe
ify specimens and

Harvest evergreqns.
broad-leaf and needle
Use cuttings for

14

,..
Classify, as to
-leaf varieties. 40

ornamentation.

Observe the. stilucture
Record changes. Observe

I

of a tree from the
trunk, branching,

I

classroom window.
and shape.

-

40
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on Activitilas
SPRING

.

MARCH APRIL MAY

SUMMER

JUNE -.JULY AUGUST

4 Fertilizing, watering,

4-- Press and

mowing, weed control (custodian).

identify native plants. Store sampleS for reference..,

t
Seed eroded or,
damaged areas.'

/-1, -.s.

i
.

4 Plant flowers and
in winddW boxes
be transplanted (FebruaryMarch).

Plant peirenruels outdoors:
valley, peonies, pansies.

Plant summer annual
comb, zinnias, nasturtium,
for trangfilanting after

, .

vegetable seeds
or cold frames to

tiger lilies,
Grow house plants

flowers: marigolds,
asters, morning

frost. ..

I

daisies, lily-of-the-
from seed.

11.

petunias, cocks-
glories indoors

Seed annuals

Weed,4
summer

.

,,,.

cultivate, and

flowers.

care for

outdoors.
. ,

Plan areas and prepare
vegetables: corn,
mustard greens. Transplant
seedlings from cold

the soil for vege
lettuce, radishes onion

available vegetables
frames.

able gardens. Plant
sets, cabbage,

and flower
.

Weed, cultivate,
tables.

and ha

,

vest vege- _+

Prepare the soil
cuttings to pots or

and transplant flower
window boxes.

seedlings, rooted

,

.

1

Transplant plants previously propagated into beds. --...

Propagate garden
4flowering shrubs

viburnum.

flowers such as
such as forsythia,

I

,: Propagate
such as azaleas

geraniums,
mock

I
broad-leaf evergreens

and camellias.

antana, and
orange, and

I
%

.

Observe the flowering parts

v Arbor Day

of trees.
.

Collect and press leaves of local trees.
.

---p.

LS

.

From left to right: Preparing dish
gardens; Identifying leaf specimens;
Preparing soil for window boxes;
Forcing potted bulbs. From top to
bottom: Caring for a newly planted
tree; Storing bulbs; Preparing win-
dowsill greenhouses; Harvesting
vegetables.
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As described in "An Urban
ESA" (page 38) the school
and the community partici-
pated in an environmental pro-
gram. Under the guidance of
Simpson Jefferson, Sixth Grade
Teacher, every student made
a contribution to the Madison
School site development. Nu-
merous other school site, de-
velopment efforts have been
guided by Sylvia Shugrue and
are described in Science and
Children. However, they could
not all be included in this col-
lection, due to space limita-
tions. Articles of interest are:

"Science Can Be Beautiful,"
November 1966; "No Space
for Soil," January/February
1972; and "Beautification of
Billy Goat Hill," September
1969.

Every child in the school took part in
the development of the site. The activi-
ties were arranged so that the children
participated in accordance 'with the
school science curriculum and at the
children's various levels of maturity.
Forsexample, the older students took
on the responsibility of planting and
watering as needed in the life zones.

-- it

- 61
.

f :1114.6

Before tile tVpsoil arrived, the school
grounds consisted of sabkoil and clay
which. hardly supported the growth of
weeds.

Mai

c,

NMI

JANICE H. DAVIS

Pupil Personnel
District of Columbia

Public Schools
Washington, D. C.

PT HE success and pride in the
urban ESA inspired the school

and students to design a plan which
would carry the enthusiaSm over the
summer until school reopened in the
fall. A summer "Our I3lock of
Earth" program emerged. Its intent
was to preserve the existing urban
EnvirOttmental Study Area (ESA)
and to promote an awareness of
and a concern for our environment
among the community residents.
These goals were accomplished
through a grant from the Society
for a More Beautiful Capital which
made funds availAle to hire ,a com-
imunity coordinator, four neighbor-
hood beautification aides, a youth
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garden consultant, and the purchase
of necessary tools and garden sup-
plies. The community coordinator
also had the supporting services of
a science consultant, personnel of
the Natiornd Park Services, the use
of National Park, Service facilities,
and assistance from various other
government agencies.

By June 30th, when the summer
program was initiated, the urban
Environmental Study Area needed
watering, weeding, and mulching.
The staff and the neighborhood chil-
drety'Set about these tasks and soon
tilt: area was flourishing with healthy

= ,'plants and new seed plants which
were purchased during the summer
to insure the continuation of the
urban Environmental Study Area.

"Our Block of Earth" also in-
_ volved education at another level.

The children and adults went on field
'trips together to various environ-

mental centers in the metropolitan

area to introduce the group com-
munity to other environments. These
excursions provided excellent pre-
site and follow-up activities at the
urban ESA for the Youth Serving
Youth Tutoring Center, which oper-
ates a summer program under the
D.C. Public Schools Department of
Pupil Personnel and is composed of
junior high school and elementary
school children.

The results of the summer project
were amazing. Not tmly had we de-
veloped an awareness and a ,Foncern
for the environment, but we had
beautified the community and in-
volved the neighborhood families at
all levels. The project had instilled a
renewed sense of pride, a community
spirit, and a feeling of hope which
had long been absent on that one
block. The cooperative spirit has
since spread to neighboring blocks
whose residents are now improving
the appearance of their "Blocks of
Earth."

47 43
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As the site began to grow, the condi-
tions of the nearby gtounds were sur-
veyed by students, school personnel,
Cecil Grant and Thomas Young, and
Richard Brillantine of the Office of
Beautification (above). The result
barren soil between the sidewalks and
curb was cultivated, seeded, and wa-
tered. In August, The Society for a
More Beautiful Capital and the sum,
pier program staff culminated th'e ac-
tivities with a reception and a walking
tour of the community. Richard Dab-
ney received an award for his out-
standing efforts from Society repre-
sentative Polly Shackleton (below).
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MAN'S Capacity to change the
face of the earth has taken on

aldrming proportions in the last
thirty years. `His needs, jncreasing
because of technological advances,
have resulted in a situation in which
nature can no longer replenish it-
self. The result is pollution of the
air, water, and earth.

Environmentalists everywhere de-
plore the ravaging of the landscape
by strip mines, observe the careless
spillage of oil in our coastal waters
and note the effects of insecticides on
every' form of life, realizing gradu-
ally how much man is a part of a

-giant web in which he controls the
master strand.

The youth1of America reacted to
this environmental destruction by
organizing community-wide pro-
grams to clean up the environment
and demanding courses in environ-
mental science. These activities cul-
minated in Earth Day ( April 22,
1970).
. The Ninety-first Congress, in re-
sponse to the public's demands,
made an effort toward regulating
environmental quality through the
enactment of several pieces of legis-
lation, of which the major one, the
Environmental Education Act, will
be described in detail later in this
article.

Among the other efforts by Con-
gress to control the environment
was the National Environmental Pol-
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icy Act, which established a Council
on Environmental Quality in the

. Office of the President. ,Next, the
Endangered Species Act provided
measures for protection of our
threatened wildlife. A Tax Reform
Act included a section which pro-
vided tax incentives to industry in
return for its cooperation' in install-
ing pollution control devices. Con-
gress also requested a two-year study
of all fundamental questions relating
to population growth by the Coin -
mission on Population Growth and
the American Future.° Amendments
to the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act enforced through the Office
of Environmental Quality, provided
for fines to violators, such as oil
companies, who pollute America's
waters.

But the major landmark in ett.
vironmental legislation, the Environ-
mental Education Act, offers a dif-
ferent kind of hope since it is not
mainly concerned with cleaning up
the mess we have made of the en-
vironment so far. Enacted on Oc-
tober 30, 1970, it had taken over
six months to he developed and
passed by Congress.

Edward Weidner, Chancellor of
The University of Wisconsin, Green
Bay, said in his testimony before
the Committee bn Education and
Labor, "The crisis is rooted in atti--
tudes that have allowed all of us
in our business, industrial, domestic,
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WALTER E. STEIDLE

Legislative Planning Officer
Bureau of Elementary and

Secondary Education
U.S. Office of Education

Washington, D. C.

and recreational activities to do
things- that have had a massive and
cumulative degrading effect on our
environment." John Olive, Director
of the American Institute of Biolog-
ical Sciences, supported Dr. Weid-
ner's assertions. "We can be suc-
cessful in developing an ecological
conscience, a respect and reverence
. . ," he said.

Environmental education, in the
view of the legislators who devel-
oped the Act, is "the educational
process dealing with man's relation-
ship with his natural and man-made
surroundings, and includes the re-
lation of population, pollution, re-
source allocation and depletion,
conservation, transportation, tech-
nology, and urban and rural plan-
ning to the total 'human environ-
ment."

Of particular interest to educa-
tors will be the Office of Environ-
mental Education which will be es-
tablished in the Office of Education



to administer this Act. The program
will move forward under the su-
pervision. of the U.S. Commigsioner
of. Education through regulations
published by the Secretary of the
Department of Health, EdUcation,
and Welfare.

The Act will- provide for making
grants to and contracts with state
departments of education, local
school districts, organizations, and
institutions to support research-dem-
onstration and conduct pilot proj-
ects designed to educate the public
about the problems of the environ-
ment.

Mondry received through grants or:
contracts may be used to:
I. Develop curricula which may

involve several disciplines and
are directed to preserving and
enhancing environmental quality
and ecological balance;

2. Disseminate information relating
to curricula and to environmen-
tal education;

3. Support environmental educa-
tion programs at the elementary
and secondary education level;

4. Permit preservice and inservice
training programs including fel-

lowship programs, institutes,
Workshops, symposia, and semi
nars on the teaching of environ-
mental education;

5. Plan for outdoor ecological study
centers;

6. Produce community education
programs focusing on environ-
mental quality;.

7. Prepare and distribute materials
to the mass media on topics re-
lating to environmental quality.

. Funds may also be used in demon-'
strafing, testing, and evaluating en-
vironmental efforts. The guidelines
and regulations for prOposals have
not yet been developed; appropria-
tions to permit funding still need to
he considered and passed by Con-
gress separately:- Requests for as-
sistance must be directed. to -the U.S.
Commissioner of- Education, who
will make the final decision on pro-.
posals, but state education'agencies
must be notified of efforts within
their states. States will have an op-.
portunity to recommend the feas-
ibility and plans of any given project
in their state.

A 21 -member Advisory Council
on Environmental Education has

also been provided for by the Act.
Members, to be appointed by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, will include, among others,
three ecologists and three students.
The Council's responsibility will be
assisting the Commissioner of Edu-
cation in establishing guidelines and
regulkionS for would-be projects.

The Act provides for technical as--
sistance. to state, departments of edu-
cation and local school districts,
designed to enable the grantees to
carry on education programs relat-
ing to environmental quality and
ecological balance.

Citizens' groups and volunteer or-
ganizations interested in improye-
ment of the environment will be
eligible for small grants not exceed
ing $10,000. Efforts will focus on
courses, workshops, symposia, and
other types of conferences on en-
vironmental education.'

The Environmental Education
Act . holds vast potential for public
schools, states, communities, teach-
ers, and universities to participate
in environmental improvement. Its
success or failure depends on you,
the teacher.

*The Environmental Education Act 1972

For fiscal year 1971, $1.7,25 million were granted under Environmental
Ethication Act funding to 74 projects. These. 1971 projects are summa-
rized in The New Environmental Education Program in the U.S. Office
(O.:dm:anon ( PE-72-41), a brochure.

About $3 million has been allocated for 1972 environmental education
projects which fit into one of three major eategories Small Grants up to
$10,000; Statewide Evaluation and Dissemination, and Pilot. Projects-and
Demonstration Models, A Handbook on Preparing Proposals, specifically
directed to developing environmental education activities to be funded
under the Environmental Education Act (Public Law 91-516), may be
obtained from the Office of Education, Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare. In general, preference will he given to projects appropriate
for'statewide or areawide programs and to activities demonstrating non-
formal and innovative approaches. All projects will be selected through
national competition.

For futper information on the Environmental Education Act contact
the ()five; of Environmental Education, U. S, Office of Education,
Washing1o4, D. C. 20202.
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Additional NSTA Publications for Elementary School Science Teachers
HOW TO DO IT SERIES

A series of instructional aids designed for use in elementary schooIclasses.
How to Utilize the Services of a Science Consultant (471-14286) 6 pp.
HoW to Care for Living Things in the Classroom (471-14288) 16 pp.
How to 'Record and Use Data in elementary school science (471-14292) 12 pp.
How to Individualize ScienceInstruction.in.the elementary school (471 - 44294) 12 pp.
How to Evaluate Science Learning in-the elementary school (471-14564) 8 pp.
How to Teach Measurements in elementary school science (471-14580) 12 pp.
HOW to Plan and Organize Team Teaching in elementary school science (471-14594) 8 pp.

INVESTIGATING SCIENCE WITH CHILDREN (478:14280)

A series of six books for elementary science teachers developed in cooperation with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Each well-illustrated book contains
up to 120 scientific activities, keyed to varying student abilities, as well as an extensive
bibliography. Each 96 page volume $2.75 per copy.

Vol. 1 Living Things (479-14266) Vol. 4 Energy in Waves (479-14274)
Vol..2 The Earth (479-14268) Vol. 5 Motion (479-14276)
Vol. 3 Atoms and Molecules (479-14272) Vol. 6 Space (479-14278)
(Also available from Teachers PublishingCorporation, Darien, Connecticut.)

IDEAS FOR TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (471. 14184)

A collection of "the best of The Science Telcher" articles giving guidance and teaching
suggestions for junior high school science. 1963. 256 pp. $4!00.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SCIENCE COURSESOF STUDY AND TEXTBOOKSK-12 (471-14362)

Textbooks available for science for Grades K through 12 and listing of courses of study in
science that are available from state and local school departments. Also includes material
from major curriculum projects. 1970. 96 pp. $2.00.

z.)

A UNIVERSE TO EXPLORE (471-14102)

Result of an NSTA-NASA Aerospace ,ducation Project. This sourcebook in the space
sciences was developed by junior high teachers and students. The exercises are also
appropriate for elementary or high school students. 1969. 140 pp. $4.00.

VITAL VIEWS OF THE ENVIRONMENT (471-14604)

A compilation by Mary E. Hawkins of recent views of the eqvirO'hynent, highlighting major
concepts that illuminate environmental relationships. Included are statements by Frederick
E. Smith, Garrett Hardin, Raymond F. Dasmann, Paul R. Ehrlich, Rene Dubos, and others.,
1970. 32 pp. $1.50.

HELPING CHILDREN LEARN EARTH-SPACE SCIENCE (471-14606) ,

A selection of articles from Science and Children, 1964-1970, compiled by William H.
Matthews III. Articles and brief suggestions in the areas of content-curriculum, and class-
room ideas. Five major divisions: astronomy, geology, meteorology, oceanography and
water, and conservation. 1971. 256 pp. $5.00.

Order direct from

National Science Teachers Association
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
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Payment must accompany orders of $2 or less.
Discounts on quantity orders: 2-9 copie, 10%;
10 or more copies, 20%.


